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Leary high on individualism Police expect
busy weekend
by Julie Wallace
staff reporter

"I haven't changed from
then; I've changed my language some, but language is
the key to evolution and
growth, said Timothy Leary, psychologist and former director of Harvard
University's Psychedelic Research Project. "I still believe in T.F.Y.Q.A. - think
for yourself and question authority."
Leary, speaking to 1,000
students in Lenhart Grand
Ballroom last night in cooperation with '60s Week, called
University students "closet
rowdies" and gave his perspective on the '60s generation and analyzed the position
of college students today.
The "real 'sixties," Leary
said, began in 1946 when the
birth rate more than
doubled -from 36 million to 76
million during the post-war
times - and the "baby boom"
generation began.
The baby boomers were
treated differently as youths
than previous generations,
mainly because of a childcare book written by Dr. Benjamin Spock which looked on
the child as an individual,
Leary said.
"It was a bible to that generation, saying to treat each
child as an individual," he
said. "In an industrial society, you can't treat kids
individually, but Spock was
preparing us for the post-industrial age."
Leary said the generation
was taught to think for themselves, an entirely new concept which brought about
D See Leary, page 6.

Warm weather, parties anticipated
by Don Lee
wire editor

Timothy Leary

BG News/ Rob Upton

Congress accused of arms meddling
WASHINGTON (AP) - U.S. arms control
director Kenneth Adelman accused Congress yesterday of meddling in missile-reduction talks with the Soviet Union and
General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev of
backtracking on removing Soviet rockets
from Asia.
"I think one of the big threats hanging
over the horizon of arms control is the action
of the Congress on arms control," Adelman
said at a news conference. "If the Congress
is going to proceed to tie the president's
hand instead of strengthening his hand it's
going to hurt us in negotiations."
Turning to Gorbachev, the U.S. official

said the Soviet leader's proposal Tuesday
for a separate treaty to curb shorter-range
missiles was unacceptable.
Adelman said Gorbachev had agreed with
Secretary of State George Shultz last week
in Moscow that limits be placed simultaneously on missiles both in Europe and in
Asia.
"It made no sense to have separate limitations," Adelman said. "The Soviets and Mr.
Gorbachev himself agreed with Secretary
Shultz that there had to be global limits."
The presidential adviser spoke with reporters as the House prepared to take up
today an appropriations bill containing two

Editor's note: This is part three
in a series about hazardous
materials in our community.
Tomorrow's article will deal
with how the county plans to
react if an accident ever would

by Judy Immel
staff reporter

occur.

Students passing through the Union Oval yesterday afternoon might have been greeted by shouts of "Step right up
and crunch a can!"
The can crunching competition was part of the University's
Earth Day celebration, sponsored by the Environmental
Interest Group.
Ralph Gardner of Leisure Inventions, Inc., who developed
the Kruncher game as a recycling promotion, has traveled
around Ohio to teach people the value of recycling.
"The game gives people the opportunity to
start doing something that could lead to more awareness and
activity in environmental issues." he said.
Passing students were persuaded to try their hand at using a
ramming device to crush a can to a certain level of compression.
Earth Day began as a national celebration in 1970 to make
people aware of environmental issues and how they personally
can help protect the environment, said John Holden, senior
environmental science major andvice president of EIG.
Q See Earth Day, page 8.

O It's a narrow field for the GSS elections tomorrow: See story, page 3.
□ The University gets S470.000 from the
Board of Regents to spruce up the Life
Sciences and Psychology buildings: See story,
page 3.
O Former fringe presidential candidate
Lyndon LaRouche siphoned millions of dollars from three companies tied to his organization, the Justice Department says: See
story, page 10.

IN ADDITION, leading congressional
Democrats and Republicans said Tuesday
that numerous details needed to be settled
before Congress gave its blessing to an arms
control pact reducing, or even eliminating,
the superpowers' medium-range and
shorter-range missiles.
Adelman said Congress should get behind
U.S. policy, which seeks deep reductions in
American and Soviet missiles, "and not try
to subvert it."
Q See Missile talks, page 4.

Ash said.
"We've had very few problems there (East Merry) over
the last several years, because
it's in a location less likely to
have somebody to call and complain, because most of the people (in the area) are involved in
it (the party)," he said.
Police will also concentrate
patrols in the Frazee Avenue
and Manville Avenue areas.
In general, police will concentrate on loud-party complaints,
littering and open-container violations, Ash said.
If police cite someone for littering or violating the open-container law, that person has the
option of paying a $55 court
waiver fee, or going to court and
facing a maximum fine of $100
and court costs if found guilty.
A citation for a noise violation
will result in a $125 waiver fee or
a court appearance with a maximum fine of $100 plus costs.
For a disorderly-conduct citation, maximum penalty for being found guilty is a $100 fine
Kus costs. The defendant has
e option of paying a $75
waiver. The court appearance
becomes mandatory if the disorderly-conduct citation includes
persistence, and the maximum
penalty is $250 plus court costs
and a 30-day jail term.
Bess said that his department
and the city police would aid
each other if needed, and any
problems within individual residence halls "are generally handled pretty well by Residence
Life" and hall staff members.
"We generally expect pretty
D See Party patrol, page 4.

Waste travels through county

Earth Day features
can crunch contest

Thursday

arms control provisions strongly opposed by
Reagan.

Bowling Green Police Chief
Galen Ash wouldn't mind if it
rained this weekend.
But the weather forecasts all
look good, so Ash's department
expects to be busy responding to
loud party complaints and handing out citations for open containers, littering and disorderly
conduct.
"We will be out in force. We've
got a lot of overtime scheduled
for this weekend," Ash said.
University police will be busy
this weekend as well, to provide
security for a number of campus
events, Bill Bess, public safety
director, said.
"There are a number of activities for which we have scheduled officers on overtime," Bess
said.
The second-to-last weekend of
the spring semester is traditionally the time for several largescale parties to take place, and
^lice expect more problems
in in the past because of the
cancellation of Springfest, Ash
said.
City police will probably be
quick to respond to loud-party
complaints because "we'll have
more people (working) geared
to that sort of thing," he said.
Police officers will be less
likely to hand out warnings and
more likely to issue citations the
first time they are called to a
particular location this weekend, Ash said.
"We want to be fair, but we're
going to be firm," Ash said.
Police will be stationed at or
near several planned events that
they know of, and "... we've
heard rumors of a lot of others,"
Ash said.
University police will provide
security at the "Daze ot Rock"
concert Saturday afternoon and
the Delta Upsilon bicycle race,
Bess said. Overtime had not
been scheduled as of yesterday
for the "We Made It" dance this
weekend, he said.
City police will patrol the area
near the apartment houses on
East Merry Street near the Conrail tracks, the site for "East
Merry Mania," but do not expect too many problems there,

"We've had very
few problems there
(East Merry) over
the last several
years, because it's
in a location less
likely to have
somebody to call
and complain."
— BG Police Chief
Galen Ash

by Caroline Langer
Friday edilor
Wood County is located
around a a major commercial
transportation route, and along
with products come the hazardous materials used in creating
them and the dangerous wastes
they leave behind.
The railway system and
1-75 put Wood County on the
shipping routes of hazardousmaterials-producing areas
along Lake Erie and states such
as Michigan. New York and New
Jersey, said Richard Brudzynski, administrative law judge of
the Ohio Hazardous Facility.
"Wood County is not very fortunate," he said. "You've got
more truck and rail accidents

Hazardous waste:
What must be done?
than you ought to have because
other counties have to use Wood
County to transport their hazardous materials."
Wallace Dennis, director of
Wood County Disaster Services,
said, "Hazardous materials are
coming through by the trainloads and also by truck and air
transportation. ... I don't appreciate New York hauling hazardous waste through here to
store it in Michigan.
He added that there are no
laws dictating where hazardous
materials can and cannot travel,
just where they can be stored for
any length of time.

Two summers ago, 114 trucks
carrying hazardous waste
passed through Bowling Green
6y way of 1-75 "and we never
had a problem because the
equipment carrying this radioactive matter works," Dennis
said.
ACCORDING TO Brudzynski, in 1985,330 tons of hazardous
wastes were transported on
Wood County's highways daily.
"That is just the garbage.
Hazardous waste is nothing special; it comes from hazardous
materials," he said.
Richard Lockhart, deputy di-

rector of Ohio Disaster Services
Agency, said the substances being transported through the area
posed "a problem, a big problem ... you've got a hand grenade in your hands with the pin
pulled."
Though the grenade has not
exploded with a major incident,
problems are not uncommon.
Over the past five years there
was an average of one accident
a week involving dangerous substances in Wood County, according to Brudzynski. These
included 221 emergency response spills, 16 railway accidents, 53 involving trucks, and
nine documented cases of illegal
dumping.
Of these occurrences, 36 were
labeled priority one or two,
meaning that they were a threat
to health and environment.
A number of accidents involved the spilling of oils, many
of which were laden with environmentally damaging hydro□ See Waste, page 7.

News in Brief
Police to crack down on DUIs
Toledo-area law enforcement agencies will be
cracking down on drunk drivers tomorrow night
and Saturday morning.
Toledo and area police departments will put
extra patrolmen on the roads from 6 p.m. tomorrow to 6 a.m. Saturday in an effort to catch more
drunk drivers, said Lt. Dennis Zwayer of the
Walbridge Post of the Ohio Highway Patrol.
The program was first tried last July when 29
DUI citations and 134 other citations were issued
in a 12-hour period.

Participating in Lucas County are the Toledo
and Walbridge posts of the Ohio Highway Patrol,
Wood, Fulton and Lucas County sheriff's departments and police departments in Toledo, Ottawa
Hills, Maumee, Waterville, Whitehouse, Waterville Township and Swanton.
In Wood County, local police agencies particieting are Penysburg, Perrysburg Township,
ke Township, Oregon, Rossford, Walbridge
and Northwood police departments.
In Michigan, the Michigan State Police, Monroe County Sheriff's Department and Erie Township Police Department are participating.

Book money is available
for Williams Co. students
University students from Williams County
have an opportunity to win two $150 book scholarships offered by the Williams County Chapter
of the University Alumni Association.
The awards will be baaed on academic
achievement and student involvement.
Applications are now available at the Mileti
Alumni Center and must be returned by May 1.

Editorial
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Takeover law needed

The '60s: an eyewitness view

In a time when headlines seem to be constantly
filled with news of unfriendly corporate takeovers and mergers, a U.S. Supreme Court ruling
Tuesday is a welcome precedent.
The Court upheld an Indiana law that gives
shareholders of a company a chance to approve
new control of a corporation.
In a case where a company buys a majority of
another company's stock, the law gives stockholders 50 days to vote on whether the bidding company
is to vote those shares in a corporate election.
The law is a boost for management and a block to
suitor companies because it allows management
more time to organize and brief shareholders.
The Court, in a 6-3 vote, ruled that the law does
not prohibit any company from buying shares, it
only provides "for the better protection of the
corporations' shareholders," according to Justice
Louis Powell.
The decision has been cheered by supporters of
state regulation of takeovers, and we applaud with
them.

by Robrt Sllverman

The defense of the Indiana law is expected to
prompt other states, including Ohio, to create
similar laws.
Ohio already has such a law - the Ohio Control
Share Acquisition Act - but the 6th Circuit Court of
Appeals ruled against the law last year. The law
not only allowed shareholders to vote on whether an
unfriendly company could vote its stocks, but gave
shareholders the chance to approve the initial
purchase of the stocks.
While the Ohio law may require some modifications, we hope it can be revived; and we hope
Congress will devise similar laws at the federal
level
As Ohio Attorney General Anthony Celebrezze
said, the decision will support "communities that
have corporations in them ... on which people
depend for jobs, but are prime (takeover) targets."
Northern Ohio has numerous corporations that fit
Celebrezze's description. They - and their communities - need such legal protection.

Letters
Sri Lankan seeks
both sides of issue
Being a Sri Lankan, I couldn't
help writing this in response to
Doug Buchanan's column apCnng in the April 2 BG News.
the best of my knowledge
there is no Sri Lankan student in
BGSU who has had the traumatic experience as reported in his
column. The 1971 insurgency as
mentioned was staged by a Sinhalese Marxist group to overthrow the then Sri Lankan
government. According to government sources, the retaliation
resulted in the deaths of around
2,000 Marxist youths. But widespread rumors carried a greater
number ranging from 12,000 to
22,000.
It is known the world over that
an effective international Tamil
disinformation lobby has been in
operation for years. Their main
task has been to spread mostly
exaggerated and distorted news
to win the sympathy of the outside world toward the Tamil
guerillas and for those who seek
political asylum in western
countries.
At present, hundreds of innocent civilians, both Sinhalese
and Tamils, are caught in the
web of guerrilla warfare, in the
once peaceful island of Sri
Lanka. It is sad to note that none
of the human rights organizations cites the injustice towards
the Sinhalese people by both
Tamil guerillas and the government. I wish to mention a very
recent attack staged by the Tamil guerrillas in the eastern
province, on innocent Sinhalese
civilians, in which five women,

12 men and 11 children were
brutally murdered with hatchets
and knives.
A solution to the ethnic problem may be feasible if the Tamil
guerrilla groups would cooperate with the Sri Lankan government and the moderate Tamils
in their endeavor to bring peace
to the country.
Since Mr. Buchanan's article
reflects a narrow, one-sided
view of the ethnic problem, I
wish to bring to his Kind notice
that there are many Sri Lankan
students at the University, and it
is in their best interest that one
should be aware of the true
situation in Sri Lanka before
attempting to express his or her
views.
Sunil Koswatta
Dept. of Mathematics

Join the peace
march this weekend
This Saturday, April 25, there
will be a march and rally for
justice and peace in Central
America and Southern Africa
held in both Washington, D.C.
and San Francisco, Calif.
The purpose of the march and
rally are straightforward:
U Support peace and freedom in
Central America and Southern
Africa;
D Stop the U.S. war in Central
America;
Stop U.S. government and
corporate support for apartheid;
□ Stop U.S. aid to the contras;
(: Stop U.S. aid to UNITA - the
covert rebel group fighting in
Angola.
The Peace Coalition and Social Justice Committee will be
going to Washington, D.C. on
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For me, the '60s were the time
of my high school graduation
and my entrance into college. It
was a whole different ball game
than the game of" '60s week." I
had never seen marijuana.
I graduated from nigh school
in June 1969 and entered Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, 111., in August 1969.
Carbondale had approximately
20,000 people and the university
had approximately 20,000 students, similar to Bowling Green
and BGSU.
Choosing a major seemed ludicrous. It was an undecided
world, so how was I to choose the
direction of my life?
My freshman year I lived in a
dormitory. In the spring of 1970
the anti-war speeches nit. Big
platforms were set up in the
Sassy area in front of the liary.
The speakers varied from
Enests to university professors
) hippies to brave students who
wanted to express their feelings
in front of the crowd. The listeners varied in number between a
few hundred to well over 5,000.
On the days when a moratorium
was called, instead of going to
class, we would all go listen to
the speakers talk about the Vietnam War and what was happening on the other side of the world
in the name of our government.
Remember now, I was 19
years old and a first-year college freshman. Instead of reading articles about "Morality and
the Movies" or "Nuclear War,"
there were marches and rallies
going on.
One night after a speech on
campus, the crowd marched
downtown. I stood on a street
corner in front of the Texaco
station with my roommates.
Across the street were the Dairy
Queen and Crazy Horse Billiards.
A block away from us we
could see a line of Illinois State
Troopers walking through the
crowd. They were an unbroken
line of single-file men in helmets
and padded vests. My roommates and I were college freshmen just watching the crowds
from a downtown street corner.
The troopers stopped across the
street from us, raised their
nightsticks in the air, and
charged.
There was no time to think and
the crowd erupted into chaos,
scattering like an upset herd of
wild animals. The troopers hit
anybody they could reach.
I knew better than to run inside a building. Others weren't
so lucky and were followed into
the Crazy Horse Billiard parlor
and beaten. Some were beaten
huddled in doorways, some
clubbed as they lay on the pavement.
The police suffered injuries,
Friday evening, April 24 and will
be returning Sunday, April 26.
The cost for transportation will
be $20, and any interested persons should contact Marci Mandel at 35*6213 during the
evenings.
George C. Hough, Jr.
BG Peace Coalition

Let choice remain
a personal freedom
This is in response to the April
1 letter, "Lest ye be judged.
I don't want to argue about
whether some people have a
right to impose their beliefs or
opinions on other people. We are
all adults here in college, and we
are able to decide what we will
believe and think. And if there
are "self-righteous people who
judge what others should and
should not do according to thenown beliefs," we don't necessarily have to agree with their
judgments.
About the issue of backward
(and forward) messages in rock
music, we can decide for ourselves what we believe. As a
bom-again Christian, I believe
the Bible and all that it has to
say. The Bible speaks of good
and evil in the world; the good
being influenced by God, and the
evil being influenced by Satan.
If one doesn't believe in God or
Satan, then of course it doesn't
matter what these sources of
good or evil are. But, based on a
belief in the Bible, the violence,
exploitation of women, suicide
and other evils in society and in
some music can be traced back
to their source: Satan.
I agree that we should look at
the bigger issues in society and
in our lives. While we're thinking about who or what might
influence the music we listen to,
we should think about who influences our lives. Whether or not

too. Bricks and bottles were
thrown at them. Gangs of
marchers jumped on the backs
of some ot them to try to stop
them from hitting those who
were lying on the ground. It was
an ugly scene and my first introduction to the political world of
brute force, pure power. At that
moment, there was no doubt the
world consisted of "us" and
"them."
My friends and I regrouped
and headed home. We managed
to reach our dormitory where
hundreds of us ran inside to lock
ourselves in our rooms. The
police threw tear gas canisters
into the hallways of our dormitory. My roommates and I
locked our door and stuffed towels under the crack to keep out
the fumes. We turned on the
shower because somebody
heard that steam made it easier
to breath, but it didn't help. We
were scared and didn't Know
where to go. We sat on the floor
of our bathroom, in the steam,
coughing and holding wet towels
to our mouths.
After a while there was a
pounding on the door. We didn't
answer it. The pounding continued and a loud voice told us we
had to leave, that it wasn't safe
for us to stay. We opened the
door and a policeman in full riot
Sear wearing a gas mask stood
lere telling us we could die of
asphyxiation if we stayed in our
room.
In the next few days things
didn't get better. Why did I
stay? At that point, there was
nothing in the world that would
have kept me away from the
marches.
The people making the
speeches had a heart. They were
talking about peace and now to
make the craziness go away,
and if I had to choose sides
between the side that wanted
peace and the side that beat my
friends and tear-gassed me in
my own dormitory, then the
right choice was not hard for me
to make.

When Cambodia was invaded
the marchers took over the major downtown intersection,
which was also the intersection
of two Illinois highways, and we
stopped traffic in all directions.
We wanted to be noticed. There
were some local farmers on
horseback and one was backing
up his horse, trying to make it
kick back into the crowd of students. I understood then what
kind of sick person the terms
"bigot" and "redneck" referred

to.

The police were prototypes of
Darth Vader, dressed in dark
uniforms, dark helmets and gas
masks, and carried shields,
nightsticks and tear-gas cannons. They lined up and told us
to move. We didn't and they
fired tear gas at us. Sometimes,
when a canister hit the ground,
someone rushed up to it as it
smoked and picked it up to
throw it back at them.
Even in the open air, tear gas
is nasty. It's similar, I suppose,
to a constant spray of soap in
your eyes causing them to burn.
Bandanas dipped in water were
passed around for us to wipe our
eyes with.
The police pushed a few thousand of us right through the
downtown section of Carbondale
and at the end of the night there
were not many unbroken windows left.
The Kent State killings happened during those few days.
After that the crowds became so
out of control the university shut
down. For my second semester
of college I received no letter
grades. Instructors turned in
grades of either satisfactory or
unsatisfactory.
It is true, the '60s were different, but it wasn't just the '60s.
During the '60s I was a relatively clean-cut junior high and
high school student. The
movement may have begun in
the '60s, but it was the first few
years of the 70s, when the war
was escalating, that the
movement hit the masses across

the country.
Since I was lucky enough to
have had a student deferment
for my first years of the draft,
and a high lottery number when
student deferments were abolished, I missed the real war.
The anti-war movement was fun
and games compared to that.
But in many ways it was this
"anti" part of the war, the part
here at home, that caused the
most damage to our country and
that we still haven't recovered
from yet.
And the reason I think we
haven't recovered is because a
true recovery must deal with
moral issues and, as a country,
we only want to deal with power.
It seems to me that America
always goes first to power. If
there's a problem, we Americans try to solve it by shoving
enough power toward it in the
form of soldiers, military weapons, statistics and money. We
don't give much attention to the
moral questions underlying the
problems.
The riots occurred because
our government was doing
things without the popular consent of the people. No votes were
taken about our course of action.
Our government felt so threatened that it had to hurt many of
its own citizens for disagreeing
with it.
We were not drug-crazy lunatics. We were simple college
students who should have been
in class writing simple essays
about questions concerning our
world. Instead, our world came
after us. Our world chased us
down and pushed us up against
the wall and forced us into action, into choosing.
One of the most exciting
things about the whole mystery
of the '60s was that it was a time
of active choice. One had to
choose what side to be on and,
unlike today, it was hard to
remain separate.
Silverman is a teaching fellow
in creative writing from Champaign, m.
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we know Jesus Christ personally
makes all the difference in our
sources of influence.
Romans 6:16, 23 says, "Don't
you know that when you offer
C-selves to someone to obey
as slaves, you are slaves to
the one whom you obey whether you are slaves to sin,
which leads to death, or to obedience, which leads to righteousness? For the wages of sin
is death, but the gift of God is
eternal life in Christ Jesus our
Lord."
Each one of us decides who
influences our lives. According
to God's word, we can choose to
give our lives to Jesus or to
Satan.
Ruth Huffman
OCMB2507

Thanks to a student
Dear Friend of the Senior Center,
This is to the caring student
who wrote a letter of referral in
January 1987. Thank you for
caring. I did a home visit to that
person and even though she is
quite independent she has since
used some of our services.
Thank you for your vote of
confidence.
Sincerely,
Norma J. Christen
Information and Referral
Wood County Committee
on Aging

Apology
for damage
To the city of Bowling Green
and its residents:
I would like to at this point in
time to take it upon myself to
apologize for my actions concerning the removing of a traffic
device on the corner of Troup
and Clough. I realized the danSer I might have caused by
oing this now, and through the
stiff fines and many hours of
community service I received I
realize now how really unnecessary this type of action is.
Mark Radsick
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GSS
elections
tomorrow
Only two grads running for office; time commitments cited
by Kay Fisher

IF THERE are no volunteers,
Jones said that to the best of his
knowledge, the new president
can appoint someone to a position or go outside the senate to
seek another qualified individual that the new president is
"filing to appoint.

staff reporter

Competition for elected positions in next year's Graduate
Student Senate will be limited.
Only two members of the GSS
have expressed their interest in
becoming officers for next
year's term. Trie election will be
held tomorrow.
Larry Jones, public administration research assistant and
representative-at-large for GSS
this year, is running for the
position of GSS president.
Ann Reeve, graduate student
in the Masters in Business Administration program, is running for the position of GSS
treasurer.
Loring Crepeau, GSS vice
firesident and chair of the welare committee says that it is
not unusual for there to be a
limited number of graduate students running.
"All graduate students are
under an extreme amount of
pressure to do well in classes
and to also conduct degree-related research," Crepeau said.

Jones

Reeve

"I think that if one can Set
through being an officer or
GSS, it can be priceless and
worth the effort."
Jones also said he realizes
most graduate students do not
run for a position because of the
amount of time it takes to serve
on GSS.
"It is a tough job and it's hard
to say you are willing to commit
yourself SO percent to GSS when
you have other commitments,"
he said.
Jones said that if he is elected
Eresident, he will open the floor
) the GSS for volunteers to fill
the empty positions.

Jones has served on various
committees with the GSS this
year such as the GSS Executive
Committee, GSS Representative
on the Faculty Senate Budget
Committee, GSS Representative-University Committee on
Academic Affairs and GSS Representative-University Committee on Student Retention.
Jones is also a member of the
American Society for Public Administration (ASPA) and Conference on Minority Public
Administrators (COMPA).
Jones said that he is running
for the position of GSS president
because he believes he has the
qualities that are needed to get
things done next year.
"The experience I've had re-

states my commitment to public
administration and I have
learned how these
systems work at a university
level."
Jones said that if he is elected
president, he wants to try to
make the University more tolerant of those students who are
different.
"I think that by my being a
minority student, I may be able
to provide an insight in certain
areas," Jones said
Reeve saidthat her Educational skills and experience would
quality her for the position of
treasurer, as well as her desire
to become more involved with
GSS itself.
Reeve has been involved in
student government at the University for four years. Reeve is
currently representing the
Graduate Studies in Business
Administration Department in
GSS.
She was also USG representative to the University Broadcast
Committee for two years and to
the Student Publications Committee for one year.

2 buildings await
summer repairs
Life Sciences to get new roof
Over J400.000 worth of renovations will be done this summer on the Life Sciences and
Psychology buildings.
Funds for the project were
released to the University by
the Ohio Board of Regents at
a meeting Monday, Robert
McGeein, director of capital
planning, said.
The $470,000 will be used
primarily to renovate the Life
Sciences building which will
receive a new roof, Roland
Engler, University architect,
The offices of the department of biological sciences as
well as three laboratory
rooms will also be renovated,
he said. Exterior masonry

restoration work will be done
on the outside of both the Life
Sciences and Psychology
buildings.
Engler said he did not know
exactly how the money would
be split between the two
buildings.
The University requested
the funding from the state
about four years ago, and the
delay in receiving the money
was not unusual, McGeein
said.
It takes at least three years
for the state to release funding, but usually four to five
years, he said.
Engler said the renovation
should begin shortly after
spring semester ends.

Chilean says women there are political force
by Mike Amburgey
staff reporter
Women in Chile have mobilized into effective
units of political opposition to the military
dictatorship of Augusto Pinochet and have
bridged the gap across party lines in their opposition, said Ximena Bunster, an anthropologist from
Santiago, Chile. Bunster is visiting the University
during Hispanic Awareness Week.
Bunster addressed about SO people in the Ohio
Suite of the University Union yesterday on the
Mobilization and Demobilization of Women Under
the Pinochet Regime. The lecture was sponsored
by a number of groups including the Latin Student
Union and the Women's Studies department.
Bunster holds a Ph.D. in anthropology from
Columbia University where she studied under
Margaret Mead. She has taught at several universities in the United States ana Chile, including the
University of New York and the University of
Pennsylvania.
There is a death culture in Chile that "kidnaps,
tortures and kills," Bunster said. The government

NAME THE
Clue Set #2

"Most human rights organizations are headed by
women . . . women have made use of legitimate
feminine resources, and they have used their
nurturing capacity."
— Ximena Bunster
has tried to crush all opposition including those
who analyze society, such as sociologists, philosophers
and journalists, she said.
r
'All levels of public schools have been interfered with and university professors who the
government deemed dangerous had their careers
ended," she said, adding that it is a common thing
for Chile's intelligence agents to walk into a
university classroom during a lecture and seize a
professor or student.
SINCE THE 1973 military takeover by Pinochet,
men in Chile have been denied the political party
affiliation to the extent they once enjoyed, Bunster
said. States of siege and curfews forced men not to
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Shot Legends of Rock & Roll Poster inserted into this
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attend party meetings, and they lost much of their
party identification after Pinochet banned political parties. Now, women have become a force in
the opposition fight.
"Women have made use of legitimate feminine
resources, and they have used their nurturing
capacity," she said.
Women began to collectively go out into the
streets to look for missing relatives, Bunster said,
and they began to congregate around the soup
kitchens in shanty towns, which are slums where
hunger flourishes. These soup kitchens served as
arenas for political development as well as a place
for feeding the hungry.
These women formed a group called Women

For Life that is "-a rejection to Pinochet's regime
and the death culture," she said.
Women have also taken leading roles in many
areas of Chilean life.
"Most human rights organizations are headed
by women," Bunster said. "Most psychologists in
Chile are also women who must treat the victims
of the brutality of the regime."
Women form the bulk of demonstrations against
the regime, facing jail terms if they are apprehended, she said.
HOWEVER, there is also a counter movement
of women sponsored by the military dictatorship
that serves in the demobilization of women in
Chile, Bunster said. Upper- and middle-class
wives of military men have formed volunteer
groups that perform many duties for the Pinochet
regime such as going into the streets dressed in
special uniforms to collect money for the government.
Women in Chile who support the present government are no more than a "delivery channel" to
accomplish the government's goals, Bunster said.
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(Set #2)
22. HIS FIRST BAND WAS
THE ALLMAN JOYS
23 HIS ACT WAS A REAL
EXPERIENCE
24. HE HAD A FOUR-LETTER HIT CALLED
"WOLD"
25. HE WAS THE HIGH CARD ABOUT WHOM
PAUL SIMON SANG ABOUT
26. HER BROTHER IS A "CARPENTER
27 HIS BAND WAS KNOWN FOR SMASHING
THEIR INSTRUMENTS
28 HER FREQUENT PARTNER WAS »8
29. BETTE MIDLER SHE AIN'T
30. LATIN ROCKER WHO HIT BIG WITH
"LA BAMBA"
31. HE TRIED TO PUT "TIME IN A BOTTLE"
32. "LOVIN' YOU" WAS HER BIGGEST HIT
33. HE AND HIS COMETS ARE DUE FOR A
COMEBACK IN 75 YEARS
34. IF YOU CANT GUESS HIM, YOU'RE NOT
CUT OUT FOR THIS KIND OF WORK
35. HIS "BROTHER" WAS DAN
36 HE ASKED "WHY DO
FOOLS FALL IN LOVE"
37. HE LIKED LIZARDS
AND SNAKES AND
WILLIAM BLAKE
38 HIS SON JULIAN
FOLLOWS IN HIS
FOOTSTEPS
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Mall expected to keep shoppers in town
"We are continuing to have
people opening businesses downtown," he said. "If anything, it
(the mall) has even increased
business. We've had several new
ones open up since the mall
started."
Craft said that he believes that
his downtown location is an asset to his business.
"I wouldn't trade my location
with any other in Bowling
Green," he said. "I think my
business is very successful because of its location. The location is ideal."
Lackey said J.C. Penney had
its own reasons for moving to
the Woodland Mall.
"It wasn't the fact we wanted
to leave downtown - there was
no room for expansion," he explained.

by Debbie Rogers
staff reporter

Woodland Mall, scheduled to
open May 13, should bring more
money and shoppers into the
area, according to some Bowling Green merchants.
They estimate that 60 percent
of city residents' retail spending
dollars are spent outside of
Bowling Green.
This 'outflow" situation is of
concern to local merchants because money is being spent by
residents of Bowling Green and
surrounding communities in
other shopping areas such as
Toledo and Findlay.
Roger Vail, president of Uhlmans, has high hopes for the
Woodland Mall and its role in
countering this problem.
"We hope they can catch that
customer traffic outside of the
community," he said. '"Hie
worst thing that can happen is
that they don't capture the outflow."
While Vail is hopeful about the
outflow problem, he said he cannot be as sure about the immediate success of the mall.
"Only time can prove that - it
can (be successful) if it can
bring back the outflow," he said.
"We hope they're successful in
keeping the business in the community. Then downtown becomes another shopping
alternative."

BG News/Mike McCune
Workers put the finishing touches on the Elder-Beerman store at the Woodland Mall, scheduled to open May

The manager of one of the two
anchor stores said he believes
the mall will be a definite success.
"THE MORE shops and businesses you have in a community, the more drawing power
you have," said George Lackey,
manager of the J.C. Penney
store.
"In other words, if you have

just one or two stores in Bowling
Green, it wouldn't have as much
drawing power. I see no problem
with Bowling Green supporting
a mall."
While a shopping alternative
is growing on the outskirts of
Bowling Green, some wonder
what will happen to the downtown area - the heart of the area
business community.
Joan Gordon, executive man-

Hurry! Availability Limited!
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ager of the Bowling Green
Chamber of Commerce, said the
shoppers will decide for themselves where to buy merchandise.
"I don't think you can judge
one over the other," she said. r'I
think you have to see what it is
and decide."
Vail does not anticipate any
major drop in the number of
downtown stores.
"There are going to be several
new stores downtown," he said.
"There are not going to be any
empty storefronts as far as I
know."
At least one building - the J.C.
Penney store that will be relocated to the new mall - will not
be empty for long. Floyd Craft
and his family will be opening a
True Value Hardware Store in
the building soon.
"I want a good, strong business in the Penney's building,"
said Craft, owner/operator of
Ben Franklin.

LACKEY SAID the expansion
at the mall will help draw a
different type of shopper to J.C.
Penney.
"We are gearing (ourselves)
toward a customer base we
haven't had before - college students," he said. "We also want
to retain the customer base we
have had in the past. We are
attempting to appeal to all age
groups."
Lackey also said parking facilities at the mall will be superior to any in the downtown
area.
Even though downtown is
somewhat closer to the University, Lackey was still positive
about the anticipated student
response to the Woodland Mall.
"I understand there's going to
be a bus service," he said.
Lackey said that the Woodland Mall will be a new shopping
alternative, but some people will
still choose to shop elsewhere.
'You're going to have a certain segment that's going to go
out of town no matter what you
do," he said. "We're trying to
give the customer in Bowling
Green another alternative."

Party patrol
D Continued from page 1.
responsible behavior on the
part of students," Bess said.
Last year, there were 36
loud-party complaints, 12 of
them related to Springfest
and three to the East Merry
party. A Conrail train crew
reported that "a crowd of 150200 people" near the old Heinz
factory threw beer bottles at
a train going through town.
The Heinz factory is across
the Conrail tracks from the
East Merry apartment buildings.
Ash said that Conrail officials had been contacted and
asked to warn train crews
going through Bowling Green
this weekend to watch out for
similar incidents.

Missile talks
U Continued from page 1.
Adelman, who was on the
negotiating team headed by
Shultz, described the "rising
cry of opposition" as a psychological phenomenon.
Now that an arms control
agreement appears on the
horizon, Adelman said, proponents of nuclear weapons
curbs are caught in an ''approach-avoidance syndrome." The closer they get
to their initial objectives, the
more they want to avoid an
agreement, Adelman maintained.
Rep. Jim Courter, R-N.J.,
one of President Reagan's
strongest supporters in the
House on national security
issues, took issue with Adelman's comments.
"I disagree with Congress'
position on many of these
things, but I don't agree that
Congress shouldn't have a
voice on arms control issues," he said in an interview. "The political reality is
that Congress is more assertive on arms control issues
and the administration simply has to deal with that, like
it or not."

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
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earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.
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Wage increase may cost jobs
by Cathy Hoehn
staff reporter

If the proposed federal minimum wage increase goes
through, students may lose jobs,
and the University, as well as
local businesses, will experience
losses, according to local store
owners and managers.
Three separate bills have been
introduced to Congress this year
in an attempt to increase the
minimum wage. One bill, initiating the largest increase, proposed to raise the wage to $3.85
in July, 1967, and gradually
raise it to $5.05 in 1991, according to a report cited by Jane
Schimpf, director of University
Food Operations.
Floyd Craft, owner of Ben
Franklin Variety Store, 154 S.
Main St., said that the proposed
higher wage could eliminate
many students from the work
force.
"If more experienced adults
can be hired for the same rate, it
could hurt student employment," he said.
The University and other local
businesses could also be hurt by
the proposed increase.
Schimpf said that Food Operations is planning to make adjustments to meet the problems
caused by the higher wages proposal. Although next year's budget has already been approved,
one measure they can take is to
go back and apply for additional
funding.
Other solutions she named include raising prices in the cafeterias, reducing some services,
shortening lunch hours and closing down some of the facilities.
She said that none of these actions are definite.
"We'll be working on some
Elans and doing some
rainstorming when we meet in
May." she said.
"II we were to increase wages
(50 cents) without an increase in
f rices, it would cost us roughly
1,000 more on a weekly basis,

said Tom Brogan, head manager at Burger King, 1570 E.
Wooster St.
Craft said there are only two
ways for employers to balance
losses.
"You can either have less help
or raise prices," he said.

"Those making slightly higher
than $3.85 right now will proabably not get a raise, much to
their chagrin," he said.
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Stemming from his belief that the penalties imposed on
drunk drivers are too lenient, State Rep. Randall Gardner. RBowling Green, recently introduced legislation to strengthen
Ohio's laws against repeat offenders.
Gardner said Ohio law now requires a minimum jail term of
only 30 days for those convicted of a fourth DUI offense with a
minimum fine of $150.
He proposes that penalties for those offenders be dramatically increased.
The proposed House Bill 377 requires courts to impose a
minimum term-of six months in jail and a fine of $250 for
fourth-time offenders, and a maximum sentence of five years
in jail with a fine of $2,500, Gardner said.
Consequently, if the offender has been convicted three times
of driving under the influence of either alcohol or drugs
previous to his or her current offense during a five-year period,
the bill would make it a fourth degree felony charge and the
offender could be sent to the state penitentiary.
Gardner said that at the state penitentiary, the offender
would be forced to attend a rehabilitation center for his or her
crime.
"This is the purpose of the bill, to get these people help," he
said.
Statistically, people who get caught for their fourth drunk
driving offense may actually be driving under the influence
about 40 or 50 times without being caught, Gardner said.
HE SAID he believes by increasing the minimum sentence,
the number of DUI offenders may decrease.
But Gardner said he is worried that the bill will be stalled
because of prison overcrowding.
The bill, which will be sent to a House committee for further
consideration, has been turned down before for that reason, but
he said he hoped it will pass this time.
Gardner also said that 500 bills will be introduced and only
one out of every five bills will be passed.
"With the help of other DUI bills being introduced, the House
committee might combine these issues into an agreeable bill,"
he said.
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BG News/Mike McCune
Pally Bowsher. freshman business major, refills the saladbar at
Wendy's restaurant, 1504 East Wooster St.
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WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.

382-1876

by Pam Monastra
reporter

CHANCES ARE that retail
prices will not increase that
noticeably, Craft said. For example, grocery stores may
choose to raise prices in areas
that the consumer will not readily notice.
"They may not raise the price
of bread or milk, but may raise
prices of other products. Whatever way a store can cover its
losses, it must cover them," he
said.
According to Brogan, Burger
King would probably raise its
food prices. The effect of higher
wages would "all be in price
increases," he said.
About 90 percent of employees
at Dexter's, 510 E. Wooster St.,
earn minimum wages, according to head manager Jeff Molesky. A significant increase in
minimum wage would force
them to cut back in labor and
possibly to close the store in off
times such as Christmas, spring
break and part of the summer.
Another result may be that he
and other managers have to
work more hours to cut down on
the hours of workers earning
minimum wage. Since managers work on salary, the cost of
paying them would not cut profits.
He said one problem which
may stem from such an increase
could be friction between those
employers whose wages would
increase, and those who were
making slightly higher wages
prior to the change, whose
wages would not increase.

Gardner proposes
tougher DUI law

Glenbyrne Center

is

Monday, April 27
at all regular distribution points

Golden Crest Outstanding
Chapter Officers
Colleen Vaughn
Melissa Frizzel
Susan Grimes
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Planning helps reduce stress
by Judy lmmel
staff reporter

So, you have three tests this
week; one over a book you
haven't even begun to read
yet. And don't forget the term
paper due tomorrow.
It is nearing the end of the
semester and students are
beginning to experience the
familiar pileup of work before
final exams.
Dr. Roman Carek, director of
the Counseling and Career
Development Center, said
now is the time students need
to begin planning their studying, a they have not already
been doing so, in order to
avoid stress.
"Students feel caught up in
a routine of tests and papers
that doesn't seem to end, he
said. "They may feel bored
and fed up and avoid their
work by putting it off "
This behavior only leads to
more stress because "the
tasks get bigger tomorrow,"
he said.
"There are rhythms to
stress, and people have to
recognize these peaks and
valleys and hang in there
because things will be better."
Michelle Dobbs, freshman
family services major, said
she became overwhelmed by
her classes on the first day of
the semester.
"Just listening to everything the professors wanted
me to do totally overwhelmed
me," she said. "I didn't think
I could handle it."
STRESS IS different for
every student, depending on
his or her ability, workload.

"People worry and think
about their work instead of
doing it," he said. "Making a
tight schedule that is impossible to keep doesn't help."
Carek said that even though
students should do their work
on a consistent basis, they
also should not cut out time
for exercise and other activities.
"When schedules begin to
be filled with demands, people tend to stop doing the
things they do to relieve
stress and let off steam," he
said.
Dobbs also became involved in extracurricular activities, which provide that
outlet to classes, Carek said.

major and pressure for high
C'es, among other things,
ksaid.
"Each person in each circumstance assesses it
(stress) for themself," he
said.
Dobbs said she cried all the
time and seriously thought
about dropping out of school,
until she talked to someone at
the Counseling Center.
"I changed my major and
now I'm taking classes that I
enjoy more," she said.

South Main St., according to
Omar Sidan, owner and operator.
While construction continues
Floyd and Charlotte Craft,
at the new mall on the north side owners and operators of Ben
of town, Main Street continues to Franklin Variety Store, have
grow, and residents will find two announced plans to open a True
new businesses this summer, Value Hardware Store in July,
according to the respective own- to be located in the former J.C.
ers.
Penney Co. Inc. building at 136
Pablo's, an authentic Mexican S. Main St. The building, which
restaurant and cantina, offi- still houses J.C. Penney, is also
cially opened last Tuesday at 892 owned by the Crafts, Charlotte
by Maria Kromer

New
stores
to open

Additionally. JJobbs saia
she learned to break her work
down into smaller parts and
look at it more objectively.
Carek recommends that students begin practicing time
management techniques now
in order to avoid problems
during final exams.
He added that he sometimes suggests that students
spend a week writing down
what they do in order to see
what they actually are doing
with their time.

staff reporter

"STUDENTS WITH trouble
tend not to have those kinds of
(coping) skills," he said.
Lee Smith, senior journalism major, faced another
kind of stress. She was involved in too many activities.
"I tried to do too many
things and spread myself too
thin/' she said. "I had to get
things done and it wasn't fun
anymore. I was frustrated
and finally just exhausted."
Students who believe they
need to talk to someone about
stressful feelings have several options.
The Counseling Center has
11 counselors, and while they
will take students on a onevisit basis, at this time their
caseloads are full, according
to Carek.
Students may also contact
Psychological Services and
The Link.
Craft said.
The owners believe that both
establishments will be filling
unmet needs in the Bowling
Green community.
"There is no other authentic
and strictly Mexican restaurant
in town, unless of course you
consider Taco Bell genuine Mexican," Sidan said. "We offer
Mexican food in a great Mexican
atmosphere."
True Value will offer some-

Leary
D Continued from page 1.
pride in the individual and pride
in being a minority.
"Not only were the baby
boomers twice as big in numbers, but they were qualitatively
different," he said. '"They were
C" ; to think for themselves
use that is what they were
trained to do."
In today's society, Leary said
individualism is even more
prominent and that people are
more radical than ever before.
"B is much harder work being
an individual than to conform -it
is harder today to be a Yuppie
with all the choices available,"
he said. "College students today
are working for themselves and
their families, which is more
radical than anything Karl
Marx ever said."
Famous for the lysergic acid
diethylamide (LSD) experiments at Harvard University
and called "the most dangerous
man alive" by then-president
Richard Nixon, Leary said he is
not an advocate of drug usage
and that minors should be kept
away from drugs.
"I personally have benefited
from the continuous use of illegal drugs, but this is by no
means an advocacy. We cannot
have kids using LSD and marijuana," he said. "But handling
the drug situation has to start
with the family
the government cannot help us in this; it
can't even balance its own budget."
Leary said the drug abusers,
10 percent of all drug users, are
the ones giving drugs a bad
image.
"The 10 percent of people on a
weird course of self-destruction - you know who they are are the ones who cause problems for those of us who use
drugs intelligently," he said.
Intelligent drug use, he said,
involves knowing exactly where
the drug is supposed to take the
thing different too.
"There is no other hardware
store in Bowling Green, so one of
this kind, devoted strictly to
hardware, will be filling a need
in the community. What is available will go beyond what other
stores have to offer," Charlotte
Craft said.
Floyd Craft added, "This True
Value store will be able to offer
shoppers low chain-store prices
while rnamtaining quality."

user and being conservative on
when they are used.
"Getting up before class and
getting stoned isn't intelligent
and I don't want my airplane
pilot high on LSD," he said. "...
any statement about drugs is
highly individual; if it is useful
to research, then it's not so
serious. Other times, it isn't
useful at all."
Suzanne Brown and Michael
Rapsawich, both Junior IPCO
majors, both said the program
was interesting, but did not feel
the audience was getting the
main point of his discussion.
"People are listening to him
because they are relating their
'80s experiences to what he said
happened in the '60s," Brown
said. "They are different times;
they are pretending to be back
there, but they are not. They
should just accept reality."
Doug Ness, sophomore finance major, explained the
relationship from the '80s to the
'60s and said the experiences are
similar.
"The types of movements he
talks about can be applied to
today's world," Ness said.
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2 charged in plot Blotter
to kill policeman
Two of three men arrested in Rossford last week were Indicted
yesterday on charges of conspiring to kill a Bowling Green police
officer.
A special Wood County grand jury indicted Ines Valleio, 38, of 214
Napoleon Road Apt. 91, and his brother Ramiro Vallejo, 35, of Delta,
with conspiracy to commit aggravated murder.
The third man, Jonathan Sheldon, 23, of Bloomdale, is free on $17,500 bond while awaiting a preliminary hearing Monday in Bowling
Green Municipal Court.
Both Valleios are in Wood County Jail. Ramiro Vallejo's bond was
set at $75,000 and Ines Vallejo's at $200,000.
The men were arrested April 16 in a restaurantparking lot near I75 in Rossford by police from Bowling Green and Rossford, and by agents of the Toledo FBI office.
An out-of-state FBI agent posing as a drug trafficker and hit man
had met several times with the three men, FBI agents said.
Both Ramiro and Ines Valleio were also indicted on drug trafficking charges. The indictment alleges that they offered to sell cocaine
on the day they were arrested.
Ines Vallejo also has a drug abuse indictment against him,
alleging possession of cocaine Feb. 26. The indictments state that
each brother has a previous drug conviction, which would add to
their sentences if they are found guilty.

Accused rapist
pleads insanity
A Fostoria man pleaded not
guilty by reason of insanity Monday to charges stemming from
the rape of a Perrysburg woman
in her apartment April 1.
Dennis Weatherford, 40, was
indicted April 8 by a Wood
County grand jury on one count
each of rape, aggravated robbery and gross sexual imposition.
Weatherford was arrested
April 3 at his home by Perrysburg police and Wood County

sheriff's deputies after receiving a tip from Fostoria police.
He allegedly forced his way
into the Perrysburg woman's
home after claiming to be a
private investigator. A man
matching his description tried
and failed to force his way into
the homes of three other Perrysburg women. The man was later
seen in Portage and Bloomdale,
where he exposed himself to
women in each of those two
Wood County villages.

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE

O A boys' black 3-speed
bicycle was reported stolen
from Bowling Green Junior
High School, 215 W. Wooster
St., Monday at 4 p.m., police
said.
D Four lawn chairs, valued
at a total of $50, were reported stolen from the patio
of a house at 452 S. Summit St.
Monday morning, police said.
C A university student was
cited for not having proper
safety equipment on his bicy-

^
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D Continued from page 1.
carbons, Brudzynski said. He added
that although the list was incomplete, Ohio
was one of the few states trying to keep a
record of hazardous materials accidents.

said. Therefore, the rescue team would not
know how to react to an accident until they
checked the list inside the cab which exfilains what is being transported, where it is
rom, where it is going and who is responsible for it, Fawcett said.
Dennis said that it is imperative that the
rescue team know what materials they are
dealing with because one of the dangers in
dealing with hazardous materials is that the
reaction factor is not always known -what
happens if X mixes with Y? This is especially dangerous if the substance posing the
threat is itself unknown, he said.

DON HIGGINS of the Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency said, "Everything you
can think of has come through Wood County
or will come through by the end of the
month. And anything you can put on a track
you can also knock off."
John Fawcett, personnel director of Bowling Green city administration, agreed the
greatest danger in the area is not what is
being used and produced locally, which is
minimal according to EPA standards, but
what is coming through on the 14 daily
southbound trains and the trucks traveling
on 1-75.
These vehicles are not required to bear a
visible Label explaining their contents if they
are carrying less than 1,000 pounds, Fawcett

THERE ARE thousands of substances
deemed hazardous by the EPA, and it has
put together a manual defining what materials are hazardous and under what conditions, Dennis said. If the substance in
question is identified, rescue workers can
refer to this source when there is an accident so that they know how to deal with it.

Because Jesus still changes lives...
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Stop by and visit the
PRINTING PROFESSIONALS
who are here to make
your ideas materialize!
HIGH QUALITY
FAST SERVICE

352-5762

Includes glass lenses and frames. Eye exam priced separately

Burlington Optical

ENTER TO WIN
a Free season pass
to Portage Quarry!

111 S. Main, B.G.

green/white — brown-white

Single vision

Other sources of information about the
proper handling and possible dangers of
chemicals posed while cleaning up are the
state fire marshal and the Chemical Transportation Emergency Center (CHEMTRAC), which has 24-hour-a-day phone
access to files on more than
90,000 chemicals, according to Paula Alford's article in the Jan. 26, 1987, issue of
Nation's Cities Weekly.
Fawcett defined hazardous material as
any substance which would have toxic and
life-threatening effects on people exposed to
them. It can take many forms and be
dangerous after either long- or short-term
exposure.
Dennis said, "If you come across an
accident between two trucks or a vehicle
and a truck, don't be a hero and try to help.
You don't know what will happen in 10 years
because you were in a contaminated environment for a few minutes. Find out what
the truck contains."

THURSDAY 7:00 p.m., Alumni Room, Student Union

Burmudas, skirts, pants, jackets

We think our way of doing
business is sensible...
so are our prices."

C Two textbooks were reported stolen from an apartment at 707 Sixth St. over the
weekend, police said. The
books were valued at about
$31 total, police said.

Welcomes Everyone to come and find out more.

STRIPED COORDINATES
100% Cotton

charge if you waited a week.
You get me highest quality
lenses and one of the areas
largest selections of frames.

DA Bowling Green man
was charged with shoplifting
after he allegedly stole a 59cent comb from Kroger's,
1096 S. Main St., Monday
night, police said. Police arrested Douglas Martin, 21, of
234 N. Enterprise St., at 10:25
p.m.

No purchase necMMry-

ZJhurs, Irri, Jfl/.

Sure, some places offer you one
hour service on your prescription
but check out the price. Is it
worth it to spend that much
more? We don t think so.
At Burlington Optical, we offer
one day service on most prescriptions at the same price we'd

someone tried to break into
her apartment at 304 E. Court
St. A police officer checking
the apartment said that the
Erowler had attempted to
ick in the garage door, but
entry was not gained, police
said. The student told police
that she did not see anyone.

Drawing held May 28th.

Do you really
need new glasses
in one hoj

to you really
want to pay
the price?

cle after he was struck by a
Wood County Sheriff's Department car at 2:30 a.m.
yesterday, police said.
Police said Abdullahi
Inusa, 27, of 112 Ridge St. Apt.
2, was riding his bicycle east
on Ridge Street at the intersection with North Enterprise
Street. Both he and Sheriff's
Deputy George Ellison, who
was northbound on North Enterprise Street, were stopped
at the intersection, which is a
four-way stop. According to
police, neither man saw the
other and both pulled out into
the intersection, Ellison's
cruiser striking Abdullahi's
bicycle.
Abdullahi suffered "minor
visible" injuries, but decided
to seek treatment later on his
own, police said.
C A University student told
city police early Tuesday that

Waste

Fellowship of
Christian Students

352-7301
w

taken off a 1975 Chrysler Cordoba and a 1984 Corvette
parked at 511 N. Winter-garden Road sometime Monday,
police said. The incident was
reported at 4 p.m Monday.
About $300 damage was done
to the Corvette when the hood
emblem was pried off with a
screwdriver, police said.

12953 KRAMER RD
— BG —

BG S LARGEST
AND MOST
COMPLETE
IMPORT
FACILITY

Y

City police and the Toledo
FBI office are investigating
the disappearance of $10,500
from the vault at First Federal Savings and Loan, 124 E.
Court St.
The money was reported
missing April 14.
Anyone having information
relating to the missing money
is asked to call the police at
352-2571 or the FBI office at
243-6122 in Toledo. Wood
County Crimestoppers will
also take anonymous tips and
can be contacted at 352O077.
D A radar detector was
reported stolen from a car
parked at 603 S. Summit St.,
police said. The Fox radar
detector was valued at between $100 and $150. The incident occurred between 3 p.m.
Tuesday and 2:37 a.m. yesterday.
P Hood ornaments were

ZJne f-^oufder f tiff
525 Ridge St.

quick print, inc.
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Interest growing
in MIS program
Major combines business, computers
by Sharon Yoder
reporter

Some students begin a college
career intending to pursue a
business or computer science
major, but some students have
found that the management information systems program at
the University combines both of
these disciplines.
The management information
S'stems program at the Univerty started in 1969. The number
of MIS programs in the nation is
growing dramatically, said Dennis Strouble, MIS program coordinator.
Strouble said that many students start as computer science
majors at the University and
then switch to MIS, because they
find that the focus of the MIS
program is more what they
would like to pursue for a career.
About 80 to 90 students will
graduate with a computer science major in May. About 54
students will graduate from the
MIS sequence.
Management information systems programs were litUeknown
when the program
started here in 1969. Now graduates of the program are highly
sought by recruiters, Strouble
said.
"Our people are generalists
who have a knowledge of business and technical expertise in
the area of computers," Strouble said.

A STORY by Walecia Konrad
in the Julv 1986 issue of Working
Women fists "high-tech information officer" as the fifth hottest career of 1966, and this
includes management information systems officers.
According to the article, "...
managers need information
from a varie.y of sources for
practically everything they do.
Data processing has suddenly
exploded into information management."
The University MIS program
has several facets: programming, systems analysis and design, database administrations,
telecommunication technology
and management of information
resources, Strouble said.
He said that many businesses
are looking for graduates with
greater business knowledge, as
opposed to graduates with
knowledge of just the technical
aspects of computers.
There were 341,000 computer
Erogrammers in 1984. The numer is projected to reach 586,000
by 1995, a 71.8 percent increase.
There were 300,000 computer
analysts in 1984. Projected figures for 1995 are 520,000, a 73.3
percent increase.
Computer science and MIS
students are often hired as programmers for their first jobs,
with many MIS students going
on to systems analyst positions,
and computer science students
going on to senior programmer
positions, Strouble said

U

BG News/Rob Upton
Zhao Jun. graduate student in american studies, smashes a can ;n the can crunching competition during yesterday's Earth Day

T^ ' J"1

activities in the Union Oval.

Earth Day
D Continued from page 1.
This is the seventh year the University
has participated in the day, he said.
Displays were set up in the Union Oval to

rl

We Made It - 1987

Pull out your bargain
for Fall!
615 Second St.
Campus Manor
841 Eighth St. '

provide students with information about
various environmental programs at the
University and local environmental
groups, including the Bowling Green Jaycees Recycling Center and the Maumee
chapter of the Audubon Society.

—-Senior Party—
: j

Saturday, April 25,1987

Thurstin Manor
Rockledge Manor
640 Eighth St.

Lenhart Grand Ballroom-University Union
8 P.M. - Midnight
No charge at the door.

R.E. MANAGEMENT

Sheepish Grin
Alcoholic Beverages
Little Rascals, 3-Stooges Movies, Munchies
Win a free trip for two to Toronto
Any student of senior status with valid University I.D. is welcome
This event is co-sponsored by Mortar Board. University Programmers
Council. Golden Key National Honor Society. Order of the Omega.
Omlcron Delta Kappa. Latino Student Union and Panhel.
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The sisters of KAPPA DELTA
would like to congratulate
our graduating seniors
Wendy Jo Africa

Carol Lancaster

.

Carol Beach

Beth MacMurdo

£2
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•
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Jennifer Boles

Jodi Paetsch
Deenie Sherman

Colleen Coberly

Janet Slaby

<

Lori Dean

Anne Slovak
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Donna Dodgson

Amy Tillman

T.
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Lisa Douglass

Margaret Tossey

•

Lisa Fleshour

Jennifer Valentine

t>

Monica Karrer

Jody Walters
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Rachel King

Theresa Zimmerman

•

Cheryl Konicek
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We'll miss you!!
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Love and A.O.T.
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COLUMBUS, OHIO
SUMMER JOB OPPORTUMTTES
VICTORIA'S SECRET MAIL ORDER is the hottest, most
talked about catalogue retailer of European-style lingerie
and the newest looks in sportswear. We are the fastest
growing division of THE LIMITED, INC., and we're
looking for vibrant individuals to process our products in
our Columbus headquarters.
The opportunities include order picking, packing, receiving,
and processing returns. Positions offering up to 40 hours
per week are available on the following shifts:
• 6:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
• 2:30 p.m. -11:00 p.m.
All of these fun, exciting opportunities offer:

2

KA

APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus—Summer
1987 and 1987-88 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning

•

Jameon Buller

<3

CHARLESTOWN

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

>

•
<

The University marine biology laboratory displayed specimens of squid, eel
and fish, among others, that students have
collected along the Gulf Coast and preserved, said Dan Peterson, junior marine
biology major.

•

• Attractive wages
• Liberal merchandise discount
• Excellent benefits package
For consideration, applications are available at the Student
Employment Office until May 1st. Successful applicants
will be called in for personal interviews during the weeks of
May 11th and May 18th.

VICTORIA'S SECRET MAIL ORDER
EOE

Tlf NK
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Thursday

Only $5.00 for a 12" pizza
with pepperoni, double cheese
and extra thick crust.
DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
FREE.

Call us.
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LaRouche's finances investigated
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Justice
Department has charged in court papers that fringe presidential candidate
Lyndon LaRouche, who claims he is
penniless, has siphoned millions of
dollars from three corporations forced
by the government into involuntary
bankruptcy proceedings.
Interim trustees appointed by federal bankruptcy court assumed control
and assessed their inventory yesterday, as lawyers for the LaRouche organization searched for ways to escape
forced bankruptcy. Followers generally stayed away from their Leesburg,

Va., headquarters which federal
agents have seized.
LaRouche, who left the United States
for Europe last December, has acknowledged filing no personal income
tax returns in more than 10 years and
contends he has no income.
The fresh allegations about his use of
corporate money emerged in the government's court pleadings unsealed by
a federal bankruptcy judge. They cited
a pattern of transferring assets from
the companies "to cover the expenses
and luxuries of LaRouche organization
insiders."

"Millions of dollars have passed
through the books (of the companies)
with no corporate purpose, on the whim
of Lyndon LaRouche," the court papers said.
"Assets continue to be siphoned off
for the personal use of Lyndon LaRouche and his cronies," they said.
"THE ASSETS are used not only to
Ky ordinary living expenses of memrs of the LaRouche organization, and
to satisfy the extraordinary security
fetish of Lyndon LaRouche, but also to
provide Lyndon LaRouche with a man-

sion and estate," the papers said.
A federal grand jury in Alexandria,
Va., is conducting a tax investigation
into LaRouche and his followers. Federal agents, including some from the
Internal Revenue Service, are going
through LaRouche organization financial records.
Prosecutors said internal records of
LaRouche's organization showed at
least $812,000 had been taken from the
three companies to buy or improve
land owned in the names of other
individuals or companies - including
the million-dollar estate where La-

Rouche lives.
The government said the companies'
computer records showed that during a
17-month period, they transferred
more than $2 million into still another
corporation holding title to real estate.
LaRouche espouses eccentric theories of world conspiracies involving
such figures as the queen of England,
former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and the Soviet KGB secret police
and intelligence agency. His supporters have contended the latest government move was politically inspired.

American spy' in Iran Court upholds Ga. death penalty
sentenced to 10 years
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) - Iran
has sentenced an American engineer to 10 years in prison on
charges of spying for the CIA,
the official Iranian news agency
reported yesterday.
The Islamic Republic News
Agency, monitored in Nicosia,
quoted "informed sources" for
its report on the sentencing of
Jon Pattis, a 50-year-old telecommunications specialist. It
did not say when the trial occurred.
Engineers of Bethesda, Md.,
worked at the Asadabad telecommunications center 200
miles southwest of Tehran. He
was arrested last June, shortly
after an Iraqi air raid on the
center that interrupted Iran's
communications with the outside world.
According to the news agency,
he faced seven charges related
to espionage and using a forged
passport to enter the country. It
did not specify the charges of
which he was found guilty.
In an appearance on Iranian
state television in October, the
American engineer said he
passed information through his

company to the CIA on Iranian
military activities, oil production, inflation and food distribution.
He said he gave information
about the Asadabad complex
and the warning system it uses
to guard against Iraqi air raids.
The two Persian Gulf neighbors
have been at war since September 1980.
NEITHER THE CM nor Cosmos commented on the televised
confession.
State Department spokesman
Bruce Ammerman said yesterday in Washington: "We are
aware of the press report (about
the sentence), but we have no
independent confirmation and I
don't have anything more on it
at this point."
Ammerman said confirmation
would have to come from the
Swiss, who represent U.S. interests in Iran.
"It has not been a speedy
process," he said. "I just don't
know how long it will take."
Charles Redman of the State
Department reiterated that Pattis was not an employee of the
U.S. government.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme
Court ruled yesterday that state death
penalty laws can be valid even if statistics
indicate they are carried out in racially
biased ways.
In its most important ruling on capital
punishment since 1976, the court split 5-4 in
upholding Georgia's death penalty system
even though killers of white people in that
state are far more likely to be condemned
to death than those who kill blacks.
The ruling dashed what many death
Knalty opponents considered to be their
st chance of saving hundreds of the
nearly 1,900 men and women on death rows

nationwide.
The decision removed the last legal
claim many of those inmates had raised in
fighting for their lives, but it is not expected to dramatically quicken the pace of
executions.
Since the Supreme Court reinstated capital punishment in 1976, 70 U.S. prison
inmates have been executed by electrocution, poison gas, firing squad and lethal
injection.
"The court is saying there may be racial
discrimination in choosing who lives and
who dies but it doesn't care," Seth Waxman, a lawyer for the Congressional Black

Caucus, said of yesterday's ruling.
JACK BOGER, the New York lawyer
who argued against the Georgia system
before the high court, said the justices
"failed to acknowledge a very powerful
pattern of discrimination."
A lawyer for the American Civil Liberties Union in New Orleans said the decision
removed the last hope of nearly a dozei
Louisiana's 47 death row inmates.
Illinois prosecutor Mark Rotert called
the ruling "very, very good news."
"It was one of the last, best chances to
Set a broad-based attack on death penalty
tigation nationwide," Rotert said.

Opinions differ on ruling's effect in Ohio
COLUMBUS (AP)-Opinions were mixed and generally cautious yesterday
concerning the effect in Ohio
of a U.S. Supreme Court decision upholding the constitutionality of death penalty
laws even when .statistics
show they have been applied
in a racially biased manner.
David Stebbins, death penalty counsel for the Ohio Office of the Public Defender,
said the decision is important

because judges will not need
to take racial issues into account when imposing the
death sentence.
However, Ann Zeller, executive director of the American Civil Liberties Union of
Ohio, said she does not believe the impact will be great
because to her knowledge,
Ohio does not currently hand
down the death sentence in a
racially prejudiced manner.
Both Stebbins and Zeller

stressed they had not seen the
written decision, which came
earlier yesterday in a challenge to Georgia's capitalpunishment law.
Although the Supreme
Court said state legislatures
are free to consider statistical
data in writing capital punishment laws, it was not immediately known whether
Ohio might amend its law. No
bills are pending.
Robert Prosser, spokesman

for the Department of Rehabilitation and Correction, said
that to his knowledge, there
have been no studies of Ohio's
death sentence history that
related to racial bias.
Prosser said that of the 72
inmates currently on death
row, 36 are white and 34 black
while the other two are Hispanic. Blacks comprise about
12 percent of the state's general population, the ACLU's
Zeller said.

If you thought the '86 KEY was good . . .
Wait 'til you see '87
BOWLING-GREEN-STATE-UNIVERSITY

DJ from 12-2:30
LIVE BAND WILL PLAY
2:30-6:30
60's Music by CITY HEAT
in conjunction with
UAO's 60's Week
Carnival sponsored by RSA
- dunking booth
- mini-golf
- games
- NESTLE'S games and give-aways
sponsored by COCO
- COCA-COLA wagon selling
chips, soda, ice cream all day
-Volleyball tournament
organized by USG

SATURDAY, APRIL 25, 1987
between Harshman & Kreischer Quads

NOON 'TIL 7:00
co-sponsored by:

CAN US£ FOOD COUPONS
* Rain location: Northeast Commons

COCO
Association

BOOTHS:

Food Operations
serving from 4:00-6:00

1 SuuSy

Special thanki to
the Univeriity-City Relation*
Committee

RSA ...Dart Board SCU... Kite Show Prout... Goldfish/Raffle WSA... Milk Can Toss
Founders Quad... Picture Booth Commercial Airbrush T-Shirts Harshman Quad... Button Making
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News Digest
Ohio House passes escapee bill
COLUMBUS (AP) -County
Erosecuting attorneys would
e required to notify crime
victims in felony cases if their
assailant escapes from a
state or local jail under a bill
that cleared the House yesterday.
Rep. Dale Van Vyven, RSharonville, won 94-0 backing
for the measure that he said
would
close a loophole in
existing notification laws.
"Currently, crime victims
are notified if a person convicted of a violent offense
against them is being re-

leased under a parole, pardon
or commutation of a sentence," Van Vyven told the
House.
"To me it only makes sense
that a victim be notified of the
only other circumstance in
which their assailant could
possibly be free and roaming
the streets of their neighborhood, if they were to have
escaped from prison," he
said.
Van Vyven acknowledged
some people might argue the
notification would create unnecessary concern.

Scientists test herpes vaccine
CINCINNATI (AP) - Researchers at a Cincinnati hospital are testing a vaccine for
herpes, which they say has
limited the occurrence of the
sexually transmitted disease
in guinea pigs.
Human testing could begin
in two years, said officials at
Children's Hospital Medical
Center.
In the guinea pig testing,
the vaccine significantly limited both development and
recurrent attacks of herpes,

said Dr. Lawrence Stanberry,
an infectious diseases specialist on the hospital staff.
"I think the risk of transmitting the disease ... with
this kind of vaccine may be
enormously reduced," he
said.
A paper Stanberry wrote
describing the study was published in the Journal of Infectious Diseases.
New cases of genital herpes
strike an estimated 500,000
Americans each year.

Traficant threatens steel boss
YOUNGSTOWN (AP)-A
flamboyant congressman
who threatened to assault the
man who controls Sharon
Steel was expressing area
residents' frustration with the
steel industry, an aide said
yesterday.
Rep. James Traficant Jr.,
D-Ohio, made the threat
Tuesday against Victor
Posner, whose company filed
Friday under Chapter 11 of
the federal bankruptcy code.
Sharon Steel operates a plant

east of Youngstown in Farrell, Pa.
"I think Posner now has to
think of someone other than
himself," Traficant, D-Ohio,
said. "And if he doesn't, I'm
going to go to Florida and
assault him.
"I think this is beyond all
this talking phase. If he rips
off the last industrial facility
in the Shenango Valley ....
then someone should grab
him by the throat and stretch
him a couple of inches."

Tire design sought for plane
DAYTON (AP) - The proposed National Aerospace
Plane has drawn attention for
radical new designs for its
engine and airframe, but Air
Force engineers have not forgotten that it won't fly without tires that will push the
limits of existing designs.
The Flight Dynamics Laboratory at Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base recently issued requests for companies
to help design the new tires,
which must withstand takeoff

speeds of 350 mph, about 100
mph more than present designs.
The aerospace plane is designed to take off from a
runway, accelerate into
space and then land on a
standard runway. Other socalled hypervelocity vehicles
also are being discussed that
would travel more than five
times the speed of sound,
which is about 750 mph at sea
level.

Official opposes higher gas tax
COLUMBUS (AP) - Ohio Transportation
Director Warren Smith painted a bleak
picture of crumbling roads and bridges
before a House panel yesterday, but steadfastly refused to call for a boost in the state
gasoline tax to pay for repairs.
"What I'm doing is just laying out what I
see (are) the problems of the department,
and whatever appropriations are approved
that's what we'll run this department with.
But I felt you ought to know what the
problems are," Smith told a House Finance
subcommittee.
He said the question of seeking an increase in the state's 12-cents-per-gallon gasoline tax was still under discussion with
Gov. Richard Celeste.
"All I can say is, it's in an active dis-

cussion. I discuss it all the time," Smith
said. He said he has not offered Celeste a
recommendation.
The director's testimony came as the
subcommittee headed by Rep. Fred Deerinc, D-Monroeville, opened hearings on the
department's proposed $2.1 billion budget
for the next two fiscal years starting July 1.
SMITH TOLD the panel:
i There would be a drop of $400 million in
the budget, or 26 percent, in the money
available for capital improvements such as
resurfacing, bridge repair and new construction;
D No revenue from the gasoline tax would
be used for highway construction. Instead,
the state would borrow $200 million over the
next two years through bond sales to attract

COLUMBUS (AP) - A Celeste
administration plan to impose a
4.75 percent receipts tax on interstate telephone calls and data
transmissions may be rewritten
to exclude Ohio's telecommunications industries.
Sen. Charles Horn, R-Kettering, said yesterday he is having
an amendment prepared because he believes the tax would
impede high-technology firms
that could give the state's economy a needed boost.
His amendment apparently

would exempt telephoneoriented, high-tech firms but
bring in the same amount of
revenue by spreading other
business taxes over "a broader
base," he said.
The senator declined to elaborate further, but said he hopes
to have his proposal ready in a
few days.
Horn is a member of the Senate
Finance Committee, which continued hearings yesterday on
Gov. Richard Celeste's House-

MOSCOW (AP) - A year after
the Chernobyl nuclear accident,
the temperature of the reactor
hovers near the boiling point and
13 badly burned people are still
considered invalids, Soviet officials said yesterday.
The officials told a news conference that most people in the
Chernobyl area are in good
health and that radiation levels
in farm products and soil near
the plant have almost returned
to normal since the accident on
April 26,1986.
At least 31 people died and
hundreds were injured after the
explosion and fire, which
spewed radiation around the
world. The Soviets did not report

the accident for three days.
Nikolai Lukonin, minister of
atomic power generation, said
the temperature inside the ruined No. 4 reactor is 98 degrees
Celsius, or 208 Fahrenheit, just
under the boiling point. Last
November the temperature was
140 degrees Celsius (284 Fahrenheit), he said.
Soviet reports have said that
the reactor's nuclear fuel
reached more than 2,000 degrees
Celsius during the accident.
"The lowering of the level of
heat is going according to plan,"
Lukonin said. "The temperature
continues to fall."
SOVIET AUTHORITIES have
blamed the accident on an un-
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passed, $22 billion budget bill.
He also sits on the board of the
governor's Thomas Alva Edison
project, which channels state
grants to entrepreneurial technology ventures that show promise of creating jobs.
"If the administration continues to treat high-tech companies
this way (with higher taxes),
those companies will leave Ohio
and take our start-up money
with them," he said.
HE CALLED on the adminis-

tration to admit that it erred in
proposing the tax and to abandon it.
Tax Commissioner Joanne
Limbach said: "I don't think we
erred in proposing it. We looked
at a $2 billion industry that was
escaping taxation." She said the
tax already is assessed on longdistance calls within the state
and that the bill is intended not
only to restore fairness but to
assure that the budget is in
balance.

Chernobyl reactor still cooling down

* COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT

U

Of 14,500 bridges in the state system,
about 390 need to be replaced annually. The
proposed budget would provide money for
166 of them a year.
D The department gets 5.8 cents of the
current 12 cents per gallon fuel tax. The rest
goes for other purposes such as highway
safety, ethanol production subsidies, and
locafgovernments.
Gasoline taxes are higher in all surrounding states, reaching 18.6 cents in Michigan, which imposes a 4 percent sales tax on
top of a 15-cents-per-gallon levy.
Although spending for resurfacing
would go up by 10 percent in the new budget,
rising costs mean the number of miles
paved would drop.

Telephone tax plan may be revised

•

*

$800 million in federal funds.
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authorized experiment that
went out of control. They declared a 19-mile danger zone
around the plant and evacuated
135,000 people.
Leonid nyin, vice president of
the Academy of Medical Sciences and director of the Soviet
Institute of Biophysics, said

most radiation victims were able
to resume normal lives.
However, he said, "Thirteen
people have become invalids of
different forms. Human skin
suffered much and in some
cases these people will have to
undergo plastic reconstruction
operations."

LOOK NO FURTHER!!
We have your apartment
for summer & fall
707 Sixth St.
818 Seventh St.
• Two bedroom opts., furnished
• Landlord pays gas heat, water and sewage
• Tenant pays electric

Preferred Properties Co.
835 High St.

352-9378
All residents will be granted memberships to the Health Spa. The
facility features Hydro Spa Whirlpool. Shower Massage. Indoor
Heated Pool. Metos Sauna. Complete Exercise facilities and Equipment.
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•
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uggers travel to
Is again

photo by Roger Mazzerella
Bowling Green lock Trent Tate, in white, clears a ball out of a lineout while in heavy Kentucky traffic. Tate
and the rest of the ruggers last weekend became the first midwestern team ever to win back-to back
regional titles.

AUTO SPECIALS
OOOO NOW THBU
SATURDAY.
APRIL 25. 1887

Bowling Green's rugby team
may have crossed the threshold
to greatness last Sunday. It was
not only the fact they became
the first Midwest team to clinch
a second consecutive berth in
the National Collegiate Rugby
Cup, but the manner in which
they did so.
Trailing Kentucky in the final
of the Michelob Midwest Universities Cup by a score of 25-9, the
ruggers staged a furious
comeback to win on a last-second penalty kick, 26-25.
The victory sends the rugby
team to the national
championships at Pebble Beach,
Ca., on May 2 and 3.
BG will try to avenge last
year's loss to the Air Force
Academy. The other semi-final
features San Diego State and
Dartmouth.
BG's first round opponent,
Wisconsin-Platteville pulled out
of the tournament. The Falcons
moved to the second round
where they ripped Ball State, 340.
BG routed Illinois State, 3«,
in the third round to move into
the final against Kentucky.

UTO
WORKS
DISCOUNT AUTO PARTS

BG News/Pete Fellman

Bowling Green second singles player Kim Damrauer is seen in action
yesterday against Morehead University. Damrauer lost her match as the
Falcons fell at home. 5-4.
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School, sports year winds down

BG athletes honored
for academic work
Senior Karen Ventolo of
Enon, Oh. was named recipient of Bowling Green State
University's Scholar Athlete
Award, Wednesday at the
Athletic Department's Academic Honors Luncheon in
the University Union.
Ventolo, a leading hurdler
on the women's track team at
BG, is an early childhood
education major who maintains a 3.66 GPA in her field of
study. She succeeds basketball team member Stephanie
Coe, who won the Scholar
Athlete Award in 1986.
Ventolo and Coe were
among the 33 BG student-athletes with GPA's of 3.5 or
better honored at Wednesday's luncheon. The honorees
represented 14 different Falcon teams plus the cheerleading and athletic programs.
Also recognized at the luncheon wei c winners of Falcon
Club awards to the top male
and female junior student-

In The Game

athletes. Falcon Club President Don Morrison presented
Steve Martenet of Mansfield,
Oh., and Sheila Westendorf
with the awards. Martenet is
a three-year letterman in basketball while Westendorf is a
three-time letterwinner in
swimming.
Coach Sid Sink and his
women's cross country team
were recognized as BG's top
academic team, based on
their team GPA.
Another 93 BG student-athletes maintain GPA's between 3.0 and 3.49, meaning
that 27 percent of the Bowling
Green student-athletes are
showing GPA's of 3.0 or better. In addition, two BG student-athletes are Academic
Ail-Americans, four Falcons
are academic all-district honorees, one is an academic allstate selection and nine more
are.academic all-conference
team members.

a Matt
Wink.ljohn
~-"~"
_^

Ass't. Sports
Editor

Why aren't spring sports more
popular at Bowling Green? Why
don't we read more about the
spring teams in the paper?
Doesn't anyone care about what
happens to the spring teams?
Questions posed, albeit with
surprising intreauency, in the
last several weeks. Questions
that bear answers both unfair
and obvious.

Brewers ready to start
another winning streak
AP - The Milwaukee Brewers
have a new goal - to start a onegame winning streak.
The Brewers' major league
record-tying burst of 13 straight
victories at the start of the season ended Tuesday night with a
7-1 loss to the Chicago White
Sox.
"Now we can get back to reality," Milwaukee Manager Tom
Trebelhom said. "We've got to
go after one in a row."
The Brewers, who rallied to
win eight of those 13 games,
trailed W) after three innings
and could not come from behind
again. Greg Walker and Donnie
Hill hit home runs and Joel
Davis and Jim Winn teamed to
check visiting Milwaukee on
seven hits.

|

American
Milwaukee set the Americ
League record for consecutive
victories from the start of the
season with triumph No. 12 Sunday against Texas. The Brewers
tied the major-league mark of a
134 start, set by Atlanta in 1982,
by beating the White Sox on
Monday night.
Despite their great start, the
Brewers hold just a two-game
lead in the AL East over the New
York Yankees, who extended
their winning streak to eight by
beating Detroit 3-1 Tuesday.
"That's one of the disappointing parts," Milwaukee third
baseman Paul Molitor said.
"It's too early in the season to be
concerned about what other
teams are doing."

The reasons for the lack of
interest in the spring sports
schedule are basically two-fold.
First, the teams simply do not
generate the same kind of
interest as the fall and winter
teams (sorry, but the truth often
hurts). And second, the sports
staff at this college newspaper,
like the sports staff at any
college newspaper (and unlike
the staffs at commercial
newspapers), is caught up not
only in spring itself, but, more
importantly, in graduation, latesemester work and the search
for career-oriented summer
work.
The bulk of the sports
calendar falls during the first
seven months of the school year.
The fall semester begins handin-hand with the football season.
Granted, Mid-American
Conference football does not
inspire movies like "The Knute
Rockne Story," but when the
average attendance at each BG
home game is greater than the
enrollment at the University,
the media coverage is bound to
be significant.

football, and a few different
reasons as well.
College basketball is, well,
hell, it's college basketball.
Think favorites, final four, and
final game. Long has the
interest in college basketball
been great.
Beyond that, Jim Larranaga
and a dozen hard-nosed young
men last fall took a big step in
the attempted return to
respectability by turning a lastplace prediction into a thirdplace finish.
And Fran Voll appears to have
the women cagers on a track
that will carry the program into
the top-twenty rankings on an
annual basis. Hey, 184 and 25-3
ain't too damn bad.
Then there's the hockey team.
What need be said? The team
brines national exposure to BG
nearly every year. And
everyone loves a winner.
What about the spring teams?
Individual accomplishments
sometimes merit national
attention, but team efforts
rarely go noticed beyond a
three-state area.
This is not meant to denigrate
the athletes involved. But, for
example, one can't deny this is
not Texas when it comes to
baseball.
These teams are not about to
land Bowling Green on the cover
of Sports Illustrated.
The biggest of these
programs, the baseball team,
has won just one MAC title in the
36 years it's been in the
conference.
That in itself speaks volumes
about the visibility of spring
sports in the tundra we calf

Not only that, but school spirit is
highest at the beginning of the
school year. Student support
mirrors, to a relative degree,
the interest in the upcoming
school year.
Students who have spent their
summers swinging
sledgehammers, pushing
lawnmowers, ana wearing suits
and ties are free again. That
freedom is the foundation of an
earnest interest in all that is
happening in Bowling Green.
This creates a natural interest in
the football team, a team that in
recent years has drawn
moderate attention on a national
level with a pair of California
Bowl appearances.
The same cannot be said of
spring sports. The baseball
team, the Softball team, the
track teams, the golf teams and
the tennis teams do not draw
national attention. Ever.
More importantly, the
inspirations of spring are
altogether different man those
in the fall.
Students who have spent the
previous four and a half months
trudging through snow, sleet,
minus-20 degree wind chills,
mid-terms and term papers are
free again.
Their bodies are free. That
freedom is the foundation of an
earnest interest in sun, suds and
seventies.
These people are not exactly
ready to bust down the gates for
a seat at a BG tennis match.
Basketball and hockey draw
well (a word used relative to the
attendance at spring sports
events) at the University for
some of the same reasons as
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Quite honestly, we are
affected by the same things that
affect other students. We suffer
spring fever, and our interest in
spring sports declines like
everyone else's. We're certainly
not proud of this (the truth often
hurts).
What makes this decline
easier to understand (I would
hope) is the fact that we have
spent an entire year
understaffed by probably onethird, and we are not exactly
getting rich doing this.
Also, many of us are trying to
tie up the loose ends that stand
between us and graduation. This
might mean anything from six
stories in one class (in one
week) to extra credit work in
another class to figuring out how
to get a degree when a required
Spanish class has been failed.
The sports editor is also the
editor of the yearbook and is
responsible for mailing some 100
pages per week to the printer.
One reporter is trying to iron
out transfer credits. And yet
another reporter, despite being
a graduating senior, seems to
have little or no idea what his
job entails.
We are in fact very similar to
the "average" student in that
we are very human. We have all,
with the exception of freshman
Andy Woodard and senior
Dennis Cisco, grown at least a
little lazy.
The real world holds no room
for similar behavior.
Things don't always work out
the way we would like.

SPRING-SUMMER
IS HERE

SHORTS
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Bowling Green.
Now, the sports staff of this

125 N. Main Street,
Bowling Green,
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S. COLLEGE New 4 BR house. 2nd lot
south of Clough on East
side. $700. Mth + Util. 12
mth lease.
521 E. MERRY
1 2BR, 4 person apt.
$S00/month per person
plus gas and electricity.
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JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
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CONSUMER AWARENESS WEEK
APRIL 19-25
presents

Craig Weide, owner
Paragon Sound, Toledo
demonstrating — explaining

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
Mr. Weide hosts a weekly radio show on CD's

Come hear the latest in stereo sound
Today, Thursday, April 23, 12-1:30
Off-Campus Student Center
110 Moseley Hall
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Need Hid. need to gel bed back to Euclid
(Cleveland) wtll help pay cost of van rental.
Desperately needed!! Please call Karon
anytime 353-5113

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
•COLLEGE LIFE"
Are you looking lor tun
and excitement?
COLLEGE LIFE is the place
to be"
fellowship singing, skits
7 30 PM Thursdays
Town* Room 3rd Floor Urnon
Al are welcome11
sponsored by Campus Crusade (or Chnst

SERVICES OFFERED
SCHOLARSHIPS. GRANTS. AID avaaable tor
coaoge. graduate school Scholarship Matching
Center 1 800-USA 1221, oxt 6132

Bookmritt lor BooWovers'1
50% OFF giant book sal*
Upstairs and Downstairs al SBX
SBX 530 E Woosler

TYPING SERVICES Term papers, resumes A
cover letters, dissertations-theses using Xerox
Memorywnter 352-3987. 8 am-9 pm
We provide typing o! repetitive letters.
resumes, mailing labels, term papers, club ft
business newsletters Also UPS & Federal Express, bulk mating A much more Please call tor
more information Hours 8am-6pm Mon
through Fn A 8am 3pm Sat The Main Office.
20 N Third SI Suite C Watervifte. OH 43566
8 78 8MB

ATTENTION Ph. Eta Sigma Initiates
The Initiation ceremony will be held on Sunday
April 26th from 4-6 PM m the Eva Mane Saint
Theater m University Hal Hopo to see you
there'
Consumer Awareness Week
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
0EMONSTRATI0NS-E XPL ANATIONS
THURSDAY 23 12-1 30
Off-Campus Student Center Mosetoy
Student Consumer Union

WOMEN'S CLINIC
2700 Monroe St . Toledo
Offering
gynecological services A pregnancy termination
by ficensed physician Including prenatal
obstetrics, pregnancy testing. Pap test (tor cervical cancer), VD screening, birth control into .
Tuba) l*galK>n. termination ot pregnancy up
through 10 weeks (special rates lor students )
By appointment 1-241-2471

Kitchen Equipment Sale
In the Living Center of the Home Ec BWg
Monday April 27th
From 1-7
Sponsored by Future Food Prof

Wordprocessing-typing done
tree disk
storage, call Sue m Maumee 893-4188

Planned Parenthood
wiN be calling tor your annual
gift to support the Wood County
Clmr AprH 7. 8 9 7-9 PM

Bows Bows Hair Bows
banana combs
The Powder Putt 525 Ridge St
CLEVELAND comes to Bowing Green'
City HMl'-iegukv band from the FLATS
SM them al DAZE OF ROCK Apr 25
Consumer Awareness Week
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
DEMONSTRATIONS-EXPLANATIONS
THURSDAY 23 12-1 30
Off-Campus Student Cetner--Moseley
Student Consumer Union
Drew Kunkemoefter
Today, on your 22nd BVthday. you may ask the
older and wiser what lies ahead on the pathway
ol Me? Many 21st Ewmdays'
LOL. Your Old 12 Buddy
DUNK YOUR ENGLISH TEACHER
at the DAZE OF ROCK Apr 25
By Harshman a Kreiaher Quads

PERSONALS

To IhoM .funding lh#
SPUING MASQUE
Friday, May 1. 1117
PIMM have raaarvallona
and monay
In to 322 Sooth Hall
by Monday. April 2'
Thank You!

Government Homes from Si (U repair) Delinquent tan property Repossessions Cal
805-687-8000 Ext GH-9849 lor cunent repo
eat

37th Annual Oalta Upallon Blka Haca
Happy Hour. 5-9 at
Uptown Fil. April 24

Have you booked your reservations lor Crm
with an Alpha Delt? Cal your travel agent now'.
IM FORFEIT FEES • You must pick up your Intramural Forfeit fee (bring receipt) tor sports
that are finished, by Friday. Apnl 24 1987

Halp auppori BQ'a olden and moat
gruallng avanl

We Made II 1967
Sonior Party
Sal Apnl 25th 8 PM-M«Jr»ght
Lenhart Grand Ballroom University Union

In a DAZE lalety"
Tune xi. Turn on. and Drop Out1
Apr 25 DAZE OF ROCK

The 37th Annual Delta Upsiton
B*e Race
is coming April 25th

Joe. Jason. Chris. AlanIt's a date1 Meet you at DAZE OF ROCK
Pam & Melissa

Be a port ol BG's oldest Greek Even!

LOST & FOUND

Starts at 12 00 at front ol MSC Bldg
For Into Call 372-8087

LOST Female orange-brown Tiger cat. "Alex"
Front dectawed While llea collar Lost S CcJ
lege area REWARD 352-3171

LOST Kodak camera. Friday the 10th at
Stadium during Footbal Scrimmage II lound
please cal Sara at 353 2240

MO WENDY
Thanks lor marung my first year m Alpha Chi so
gn-r-l
Love
Little Amanda

Typing and Word Processing Services and
Resumes Thesis and dissertations IBM Quality
pnnl spefcng checked A to 2 Data 352-5042

ACCT CLUB SPRING STEAK FRV
Free to members 5 30 PM ■ ?
Monday Apnl 27th at V*age Green
(Lehman Ave near bus station)

LOST KEY RING MAS NAME PLATE
CHERYL
ATTACHED
PLEASE CALL
353-7501 OR 362 7181 IF FOUND (LOST
NEAR REC CENTER a 10-87)

ATTENTION BO: PIKEFEST IS HERE
Saturday Apr. 25-3 00 1 00 a m
GET YOUR TICKETS NOW
for more «ito cal 353-4418 or 353 0824

•1986 Miss BG SU '
Appecaltons are now available m 425 Student
Services for al Executive Staff positions for the
1988 Miss BGSU Scholarship Pageant
Deadline for applications is April 21 so get
yours today i

Lost Large, well-roved blue rean racket letl at
Howard's Thursday April 9 2 I D s m pocket
REWARD. PLEASE can 364-4406 No ques
Mom ..'.-I'II

PHI Mir SENIORS "PHI MU'SEMOBS
Get peychea. Thursday's the day
Wei say good-bye in a special way
5 30. the house, is the piece to meet
There you'll get a special treat
Oil to the party tor Iota ot fun
Seniors, wel rnles you when you're doneWe
Love You'
'.
RON
Congratulations on making il through pledging' I
cant welt for the summer You know, the hoi air
batroon!
I LOVE YOU, KEL
Sara Jane.
BG rust won't be the same next year- phone
cats and road trips are in my future
Congratulations'
Love. Amanda
SBX Spring Clearance Sale
Sal . April 25
20% OFF al merchandise m the store
Student Consumer Umon
Consumer Awareness Week
April 19-25
Student Consumer Union
Consumer Awareness Week
Consumer Panel Questions Answers
LanrJo'd-Tenant Credit Ratings.Insurance
Friday 24 12-1 30
Off-Campus Student Center-Moseley
Tanks $2 95 2 lor $5 00
Jeans N Things
531 Ridge
THE SISTERS OF PI BETA PHI WOUID LIKE
TO
CONGRATULATE CARRIE FOLT2
ON BEING RECOGNIZEO
OUTSTANDING PANHELLENIC DELEGATE!!
WE ARE SO PROUD"
THE SISTERS OF PI BETA PHI WOULD
LIKE TO CONGRATULATE
TERRI POHLMAN ON BEING CHOSEN
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON SWEETHEART"
YOU'RE AWESOME"
The Sisters of Kappa Delta
would like to congratulate
Michelle Hruerxrsay and Scott Whltahead
On their KO FIJI lavalienng"
There Is a fine line between
bravery and Insanity. The Delta
Upsllon Bike Race Is right on this line
April 25. Noon, MSC Building

KITESI KITES! KITES!
Go fry a kite at
Due of Rock

Only the Strong Will Survive.

STUDENT CONSUMER UNION
-ATTENTION BO: PIKEFEST IS HERE"
Saturday Apr. 25 3 00 1 00 am
GET YOUR TICKETS NOW
lor more mtp cal 363 4418 or 3530824
ATTENTION BO: PIKEFEST IS HERE
Saturday April 25-3 00 1 00 a m
GET YOUR TICKETS NOW
tor more mfo cal 353-4418 or 353-0824

RIDES

Kappa Delta Spiril1 Kappa Delta Spirit1
KO Spirit Sisters of last week
Lrsa Douglas Kathy Cmok. Lisa BodiUo. Sue
Cooper. Stephanie Bowers
KO Spirit" KD Sp»rl"

PARTY BY THE ROCK
with 60s band from Cieve CITY HEAT
12-7 PM lood and games

presents FLY AWAY KITES
demonstrations- sales
April 25 12 7
LEK1HHappy Birthday Baby'
Even though I'm 18 and you're 20You're not over the rvril You're rust on a roll

Used Bicycles
Purcel s Bike Shop

352-6264
WEST SIDE REUNION PARTY
Jets 1 Sharks at Velma's s Gra/ieta s April 24
Cal NfcUles 353 4520

I Love You1
Tim

WANTED
1 Female roommate needed lor fal-sprmg m
Haven House Apartment* CAU Kim 372 4369
or Jennifer 372-4283

OBNOXIOUS Bl_

owe TO RUIN oemv,
we've moveo INOOCK

BY ART PfttCC
BOO FmOS THAT TH6
JOMMWV OiSen Kounne
WORKS eesr.

1 non -smoking female to share newly lur rushed
apt with 3 others lor Fall 87-88 school year
2nd and High Cal 353-1767
l nonsmofmg I e male needed ItH PI MTH0U6I
lor 87-88 school year Color TV microwave,
stereo and lots ol lun Near campus Call Kim
372-4370--352-0773

TOOAV *A»e DISCUSS
TO 66T *
POP-UP.

2 female roommates needed lor summer to
share 2 bedroom apt on 4th street Call Lisa or
Margaret alter 5 PM 353-1649

H<HA>

FEMALE NEEDED to sublease house lor summer 2 blocks Irom campus $200 plus utilities
Room 372-51 78
FOR SUMMER 1 Person to sublease 1
bedroom ol 2 bedroom apt Close to Campus
1130 a mo Cal 353-7503

The BG News
DEADLINE: Two days in advance by 4 o m

Classified Information
Mail-In Form
\ The BG News is not responsible for postal service delayo)

RATES: per ad are 65' per line $1 95 minimum
50* extra per ad 'or bold type
Approximately 35 45 spaces per line
PREPAYMENT is required lor all non university related business and individuals
NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible lor error due to illegiblity or incomplete information Please come to 214
West Mall immediately il there is an error in your ad The BG News wtll not be responsible lor typographical
errors m classified ads lor more than two consecutive insertions
The BG News reserves the right to release the names ol individuals who place advertising m The News The
decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management of The BG News The
purpose o' this policy is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to individuals or organizations

FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE
SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER, CLOSE 10
CAMPUS CHEAP' CALL 353-2347
Graduating? Found a |0b in Toledo'' Need a
roommate? Wanted Roommate to share 2
bedroom apt with male 23 yrs oW Call
865-9453 betwn 6 it PM
HELP' FEMALE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE SUM
MER APARTMENT ONE BLOCK FROM CAM
PUS $90 A MONTH RENT AC CALI
372-8086
Help1 I need 1 nonsmoking lemale roommate
for 87-88 Big apt close to campus Cal
372-4351 or 372-4533
Need one female roommate lor summer
Located on E Merry $88 per month, all utilities
paid Please cal 354-4406
NEEDED ONE FEMALE TO SHARE FURN
APT FOR 87-68 AT 320 ELM CALL KATHY
AT 2-7 740 FROM 8-5 OR 353-4720 AFTER 9
PM

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
.Phone $

Name
_
Address _
Social Security # or Account #

One or two lemale roommates needed tor summer only-large house close lo campus-we are
easy to get along with Cal 353-9309
Open-mmPed lemale looking lor 1 person to frve
with beginning May 30th or fall 353 1855
ASAP

(For billing purposes only)
Please print your ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it to appear
{Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

ROOMMATE WANTED CHEAP RENT. SUMMER ONLY OWN ROOM* MEADOWVrEW
COURTS CALL TOOO 354-1678

MM compatible computer with Psi monitor
DOS, CP-M, printer cable and manuals
$800 00 Cal 352 3099 16pm

TWO NON SMOKING CLEAN ROOMMATES
WANTED FOR FALL SPRING SEMESTERS
NEXT YEAR ON CORNER OF CAMPUS AT
CAMPUS MANOR CALL JIM OR JUSTIN
354-2939

Loft lor sato. Irts any room Very sturdy, heedboard lo hang pictures $135 372-5552

WANTED
Houseboy for a university sorority Anyoee interested cal 372 4408
WANTED ONE FEMALE TO SUBLEASE 1
BDRM APT $500 FOfl SUMMER. WHICH IN
CLUDES UTILITIES CENTRAL LOCATION.
CALL 3542810 EVENINGS
Wanted
1 nonsmoking roommate lor 1
bedroom apartment, next tal. Cheap Rent
3539707
Wanted 1 or 2 persons to sublease 1 bedroom
furnished apt for summer Very convenieet.
across tne street from Kohl If interested cal
354 3209 after 4 PM
WANTED 12 sublease's. May-Aug FUR
NISHEO 4th St one-bedroom apt Cal
354-1487
WANTED 2 SUBLEASERS FOR SUMMER
AND 87-88 SpACIOUS 2 BDRM FURN APT
BEHIND ASPEN WINE SHOP HEAT. WATER A
FREF CABLE 192 50 A MO CALL NOW FOR
AN EXCELLENT LOCATION 372-1687
WANTED 2 lemales to sublease for summer
Own rooms, great, new furnished apartments
Cal 353-1406
Wanted one tern roommate for Fal-Sp 87-86
cozy-close to campus $118 per mo-free heat
Cal Monica soon at 353-6808
*

Total number of days to appear

Tw-n bed mattress, box 4 Sale
1 year's use Cheap Cal 354-0525
Whistler Spectrum Radar Detector. State ot the
art in police radar detection -n excellent condition. 1 year old. 5145 or bust otter CalSuzy at
354-1159

FOR RENT

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
Assortment of many apis.
ft duplexes lor summer ft
lall rentals. CALL NOW
for choke apis. 354-2260
Office located at 319 E. Wootter

ACTIVISTS-Summer fobs m Toledo This sum.
mar get involved m progressive politics
Legislative campaigns on environmental issues
ft insurance-utisTty rate reform Ohio Public Interest Campaign has summer-fun lime positions
on community outreach staff $225-wk lo
start Cal 1 -241 -9093 for interview appt

1 ft 2 bedroom lurrwahed apts lor summer ft
1987 88 school year S ft V Rentals
362-7454

Business expanding to Spain and Italy. Need
Spanish and Itafcan contacts Please cal
352-8789 Or 1-636-5503
Child Care Needed
Teenage boy needs sueprvision 2 afternoons a
week Starting June 9 ending Aug 13 Prefer
special education major Cal 352-7143 after 6
PM
Counselors CAMP WAYNE. CO-Ad Children s
camp. Northeastern Pennsylvania, offering a
spirited, supportive atmosphere for personal
growth General and specialty counselors needed tor Swimming. Sailing. Water-Sklsng. Tennis
Gymnastics. Team Sports. SAHDAIAOSA. Fine
Arts. Guitar. Drama. Piano, Dance. Ceramics.
Photography. Nature. Nurse. Group Leaders
(20 plus) Other jobs available On Campus In
terviews. Tuesday. April 28th I0am-5pm For
further into write 12 Alevard St. Lido Beach.
NY 11561, or cal 516-889-3217 Include
your school telephone number
Ever thought ot working m a beautiful resort*
Having fun ft making a lot ol money while you're
al it We have a limited amount ol positions open
•n our rrwketing division ft m activities II you
tlwik you have something to otter ft would rate to
see what we have to offer cal 419-994-4828
ft ask lor Mr O'Neil
Factory Worker $13 21 an hour
Now hiring Cal today 471-1440
Females needed for cleaning and checking rental apartments week ol May 9
Phone
352-7365 between 47 PM
General Labor $ 10-12 an hour
Need to hire Call now 471-1440
GRADUATING

SENIORS A QUALIFYING
JUNIORS"
Interested in a career liymg high pefforrnance
military aircraft in the A* National Guard'* Cal
Dave Pifer (419) 866-2035
Painters Wanted
Ful-time. experience helpful
Cal 352 2707 Anytime

1 bedroom apt for summer Furnished 128 S
Summrt No 3 1-267 3341
1 person sMI needed lor 2 bdrm apt for
sublease lor Fal semester 1987 or the entire
year Cal Nancy 372 3268
2 bdrm apt lor summer sublease quiet, furnish
ed. A C and free uleties Available May 10 Cal
3530309 between 7 9 PM
2 bdrm turntshed apt summer 105-215 ft
etec 805 Thursttn No 1 354-2807
2 spaces available m house this summer
(lemale) On Wooster across from Rodgers
Many extras ft low rent Call immediately
353-0010
4 bedroom house available for summer of 8 7
Great location II interested. Cal 352-1159
521 E MERRY One 2 bdrm 4 person apt
$500 per person per semester plus gas ft etec
Cal John Newtove Real Estate 354-2260
Apartment for Summer
Quiet efficiency close to campus Sublease
May 15-Augual 15. Rent $160 a month 602
Second SI No 5 (Stop by in Daytime) or cal
{419)422-1939
Exceftsnt Location
2 bedroom apt m house available this summer
lor 4 people Ut*ties included, low summer
rate 304 E Court St Call 352-2932
FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS
Neil lo Aspen Wine Reslaurant
2 bdrm ■-furn ft unfurn
Cal Tom 352-4673 days
362-1800 eves
FALL ■ 2 bedroom unfurnished apartments
Ctooe to campus Cal 352 5822
HOUSE AVAILABLE FOfl SUMMER
729 4th St 3 or 4 people needed
$150 per month per person ft utilities
cal 354-0438 or John Newtove Realty

354 2260
SUMMER JOBS IN DAYTON
Ohio's leading environmental lobby seeks progressive women ft men for summer ft lull time
stall positions Cal OHIO PUBLIC INTEREST
CAMPAIGN hra 2-10 Pay $225 wh Travel
opp For mfo or interview 513-228 6880
SUMMER JOBS
For Sports-Minded and Hard working students
Openings in most parts of Ohio $200 per week
and up Twelve weeks or less guaranteed
Transportation necessary For more information
come lo Student Union Fort Rm Thursday April
23rd ft Friday 24th at 1 00. 2 00. 3:00, or
4 00 PM Sharp
The Porthole Restaurant is looking for
bartenders ft be/maids lot the summer Send
resume to Porthole Restaurant. P O Box 13.
Ketys Island. OH 43438

FOR SALE
'79 Chrysler Lebaron
AM FM CB Power Everything
Needs work. Asking $700
Cal 353-2746
1980 Chevy Citation, 2 tone, red and beige.
good condition. 4 door automatic. AM FM
cassette, power brakes ft steering $1900 or
best offer Cal Yung at 352-21 73

For Sato -Single loft
University Approved $60
Cal 372 6438 Diane

Mail to (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phone 372-2601

Single Bed Loft lor Sato
$45 or Negotiable
Cal Darrel 372-4775

GEORGETOWN MANOR
800 3rd Street
FuHy furnished 2 bdrm apts tor
1987-88 Free heat ft a*r cond
Reasonable rates i ft 2 bdrm units
available for summer 1987 FREE AIR
COhlDfTIONING CALL 352-4966

Contemporary couch A 2 love seats, earth tone
colors -$200 353-1654

Dates ol Insertion

METAL DESK AND SWIVEL CHAIR FOR SALE
DESK HAS 3 LOCKING DRAWERS DESK PAD
INCLUDED EXCELLENT CONDITION $120
OR BEST OFFER FOR BOTH CALL 353*2506

120 COUNSELOR AND INSTRUCTOR
POSITONS AVAILABLE Private Coed Summer
Camp m Pocono Mts . PA Contact Cayuga
PO Box 234BG. Kenirworth. NJ'07033
(201)2760106

78 Ford Station Wagon, Good Condition. Very
Reliable Cal 353 9102 Price Negot

Wanted
Campus A City Events*
_
Help Wanted
Lost & Found
_
For Sale
Rldss
_
Fc* Rent
Sarvicas Otfared
_
Personals
•Campus/Cily Eveni ads are published free ol charge lor one day lor a non-profit event or meeting only

LOFTS FOR SALE
$80 372 1892

HELP WANTED

35mm Pentmx MX Camera with accessories. 3
lenae auto winder and flash $395 Cal Or
Mffekts 372-2782

Classification in which you wish your ad to appear:

LOFTS FOR SALE
$85 372-3754

URGENT" Need 2 Males or Fernales lo snare
huge apt for any or al of summer Close to
downtown bars Very cheap rent 353-6108

Going out of school sale--couch (puts out rito
bed) VCR (remote, new. warranty, great lor
Letterman) Weights (150 b Olympic set and
curl bar) Al Prices Negotiable 354-7633

One bedroom apt available lor summer Fur
mined, air cond . close lo campus (517 E
Reed) 352-9620
Room For Rent
Matosemor-grad
Kitchen, private entrance
3 blocks from University
Phone 352 7238
Steve Smith Apt Rentats-9 ft 12 month leases
avM 1987-88 school year 352-8917 262
1-2 Troup-2 bdrm duplex $310 ft uM 530
Msflvtie-3 bdrm hse $310ftutil 605 Fifth St
Apt A-4 bdrm tn-ptox $450 ft util
SUMMER 2 bedroom house Close to campus Cal 352 5822
Summer Apartment to Sublease
Furnished, with very cheap rent Close to cam
pus. with pool and air-conditioning Cal
353-1071
SUMMER Apt for Rent. $200 a month for 1 |
bedroom apartment, on Napoleon Road neat
Main St Laundry facilities and swimming pool ■
Cal 352-4404
Summer Rentals

3 month leases
Apartments starting at $ 180 per mo
Ph 352 7365
SUMMER SUBLET EFFICIENCY CLOSE TO
CAMPUS AIR COND , FUftN . FOfl 1-2 PERSONS 352 3042 LEAVE MESSAGE
SUMMER 1 bedroom apartment furnished to
sublease, close to campus, tow summer rent,
good lor one or two people Cal 354-1325
SUMMER: 2 bdrm apt to ■ubtom
FREE heat, water cable. AC
Cal 352-1872
Three males seeking a fourth roommate for tal
semester Cheep Rent, very spacious CM
372-1292
Two bedroom, furnished apartments for the
87-88 school year 352-2663
Two to three females needed to sublease
house for the 2nd and 3rd summer school sessions only Only $200 plus utifcties per person
House is furnished and close to campus Cal
He** al 372-4494 or Laurie al 353-5112
Unfurnished 2 bedroom apartments $500 lor
summer 834 Scott Hameton Cal 352-5822
University Vitage Apt for 1887 88
School Year Groups of 3 or 4

352-0164

